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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis examines the emergence of new narrative structures in contemporary women’s 

mental illness memoir, a genre that has continued to proliferate since the 1990s. Through a 

reading of Meri Nana-Ama Danquah’s Willow Weep for Me and Elissa Washuta’s My Body is a 

Book of Rules, it demonstrates how mental health memoirists, particularly those outside the 

medical community, draw on inventive form and style to convey experiences with mental illness, 

establish textual authority, and generate changes in mental illness discourse. The thesis considers 

one particular issue of establishing authority—writing about mental illness in the absence of a 

degree—and the role of mental illness in inhibiting the attainment of higher education. It then 

further explores the link of class and mental illness through an analysis of language in the DSM-

5, arguing that perceptions of particular mental illnesses are shaped by the impact of the 

symptoms on occupational impairment. Due to the economic and social consequences associated 

with mental illness, mental illness narratives often resist conventional linear progress arcs. The 

thesis then demonstrates how these fragmented narrative structures still afford writers the 

opportunity for healing and witnessing trauma associated with mental illness and treatment. 

Finally, the thesis argues that the expansion of mental illness discourse to social media allows for 

more lay writers to find new avenues for publication, reach broader audiences, and facilitate 

communal healing. 
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INTRODUCTION: The New Subgenre 

A few months ago, I learned that my great-great grandmother was institutionalized at a 

mental hospital in North Carolina. My own grandmother recounted visits to the asylum with 

disgust, shaking her head at the memory of childhood visits to the place she “didn’t like.”  

This information surprised me, given that I had asked other relatives many times over the 

last decade if we had a history of mental illness, a history of conditions like depression, bipolar 

disorder, schizophrenia, and addiction, on that side of the family. The answer was no, we did not, 

an answer I found hard to accept, and not because I am inclined to doubt my relatives. Rather, I 

knew that much of my family had lived in rural North Carolina, even the backwoods, with 

variable access to health care. More significantly, I understood that stigma against mental illness 

could perpetuate generations of silence. 

Mental illness cannot be understood without the context of stigma and how it operates in 

culture and society. According to disability studies scholar Lerita Coleman Brown, stigma arises 

as “a response to the dilemma of difference” (Coleman Brown 147). Humans vary in many ways, 

from size to age to culture to education, and differences that are “undesired” become stigmatized 

(147). The term originates from ancient Greece, wherein the bodies of those with undesired traits 

were physically marked via branding (Thachuk 140).  Now, however, individuals are socially 

labeled rather than physically marked (141), and the designation of some differences as 

stigmatized come from the “value judgments of a dominant group,” under the belief that stigma 

only affects some groups within a society (Coleman Brown 148). The reality is that because 

stigma is socially constructed, “any ‘nonstigmatized’ person can easily become ‘stigmatized’”; 

an individual might acquire a stigmatized difference, or new differences might become 

stigmatized (148).  Additionally, the category of “nonstigmatized” depends on “stigmatized” for 

its existence; those who are not stigmatized “feel superior” to stigmatized individuals, but 
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depend on those stigmatized individuals to validate feelings of superiority (149). Stigma has both 

affective and social consequences, conjuring fear of the stigmatized; given that anyone can 

acquire a stigmatized attribute, nonstigmatized individuals try to separate themselves from 

stigmatized individuals through isolation, or worse yet, segregation in schools or the workplace 

(156).  

Mental illness thus incurs wide-ranging social and economic consequences, including 

involuntary institutionalization, homelessness, incarceration, and various forms of 

discrimination. The fear-based response to stigma has also generated harmful stereotypes about 

the mentally ill: that such individuals are “socially disruptive, dangerous, difficult to treat, and 

responsible for their disorders” (Thachuk 141). Historically, this conceptualization of mental 

illness has resulted in involuntary hospitalization, which kept mentally ill individuals isolated 

from the rest of the population. However, legislation1 passed in the 1960s through the 1980s led 

to drastic decreases in institutionalization2 and especially after the Omnibus Budget 

Reconciliation Act of 1981, increases in homelessness and the incarceration for mentally ill 

individuals (Yohanna). In addition, many individuals with mental illness still experience 

housing, employment, and healthcare discrimination (Thachuk 141), all contributing to a “special 

kind of downward mobility” (Coleman Brown 149). Later in this thesis, I will analyze the 

classing effect of mental illness in more depth, but for now, I want to emphasize that mental 

illness stigma has tangible damaging economic and social effects on individuals. 

                                                
1 The 1963 Community Mental Health Construction Act redirected federal funding to community mental health 
centers, while the creation of Medicaid led to the closure of state hospitals and transfer of patients to community 
hospitals. When the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (1981) “ended federal funding for community-based 
nursing homes,” many severely mentally ill patients were moved to for-profit, private institutions, while others 
experienced homeless or incarceration (Yohanna). 
2 During the 1960s and 1970s, anti-psychiatry movements like “Mad Pride” members (Lewis 118) also protested 
abusive treatment in mental institutions (Ingram 238). 
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In my view, one of the more insidious effects of mental illness stigmatization includes 

erasure, from exclusion from the workplace, family networks, and written narratives. According 

to Coleman Brown, “nonstigmatized people...often treat stigmatized people as if they were 

invisible, nonexistent, or dead” (Coleman Brown 156). In other words, the condition can be so 

stigmatized that it is unspeakable, although I would argue that the silence serves as its own kind 

of discourse; in lieu of affirming narratives and visibility, we have damaging stereotypes and 

myths about mental illness. In order to avoid this negative treatment, to avoid being “marked” by 

negative labeling, many mentally ill individuals, given that the disability is invisible, attempt to 

pass as non-disabled, a process that often inflicts psychological wounds and requires labor to 

uphold even as it grants some degree of privilege (Coleman Brown 154). As a particularly 

devastating consequence, disabled individuals are, according to Jennifer Natalya Fink, “literally 

excised from the images, stories, and other pieces of the family puzzle due to institutionalization, 

forced adoption, segregation, and passing” (Fink 16). She calls this familial erasure “violent and 

active,” and one that deprives disabled individuals of the ability to trace their disability lineage 

(15, 13).  

This erasure results in silence, in invisibility, and absence from oral and written records, 

even though mental illness exists everywhere. But dialogue has also emerged as of late, 

especially in a growing body of nonfiction: the contemporary mental illness memoir, authored by 

the mentally ill. Since the 1990s, the genre has proliferated, alongside other illness and disability 

narratives. Initially, nonfiction writing on mental illness centered on depression and came from 

male writers, such as William Styron, but women’s narratives also began to emerge, with notable 

works like Susanna Kaysen’s Girl, Interrupted (1993), Kay Redfield Jamison’s An Unquiet Mind 

(1993), and Lauren Slater’s series of memoirs, beginning with Welcome to My Country (1997). 

These foundational texts have accrued some critical attention, particularly from Helen Buss and 
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Hilary Clark. In analyzing Slater’s work, Buss draws attention to Slater’s status as a 

psychotherapist, and therefore a patient-provider, in establishing textual authority “to speak” 

about mental illness (Buss 34). Though Buss does not analyze An Unquiet Mind or Girl, 

Interrupted, I am willing to apply her insight about the role of education, and relatedly, class, in 

establishing authority, given that Redfield Jamison, too, works as a clinical psychologist, and 

that Kaysen is the daughter of an MIT professor. Clark, meanwhile, close reads Kaysen to 

emphasize the role of diagnosis and a hospitalization episode in granting the writer “a new 

identity of illness” (Clark 45). The presence of medical intervention and language seems crucial 

in their analyses, as the discourse of psychology and psychiatry authorizes Slater and Redfield 

Jamison to write about mental illness, while the diagnosis--the medical label--serves as an entry 

point for Kaysen’s narrative. Underlying this discussion of authority is the idea that mental 

illness is such stigmatized identity that writers must draw on advanced degrees and medical 

labels to overcome doubt about the conditions and about their capacity to recount such 

experiences.  

Still, the genre has continued to proliferate, and the writers of mental illness memoir have 

come from more diverse backgrounds, with regard to gender, race, class, sexual orientation, and 

education level. Increasingly, women have begun writing mental illness memoirs from a lay 

perspective, outside the medical community, and some even write without a college degree. For 

example, Meri Nana-Ama Danquah’s 1998 memoir Willow Weep for Me: A Black Woman’s 

Journey Through Depression chronicles her experience with depression as a “a single black 

mother about half a paycheck away from the government cheese line” (Danquah 235). Danquah 

writes without a college degree, and her narrative exists without a traumatic hospitalization 

episode, and for much of the memoir, without a diagnostic label; much of her struggle centers on 

obtaining adequate care for her mental illness in the face of economic oppression and stigma. 
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Even amongst contemporary writers with economic privilege, narratives have tended to move 

away from hospitalization narratives. Instead, writers more often describe seeking medical care, 

often with the knowledge that they are mentally ill before receiving an official diagnosis. Rather 

than receiving a diagnostic label after some sort of crisis, the writer more often actively seeks 

care; treatment involves some combination of psychiatric drugs and psychotherapy, in place of 

hospitalization. I attribute this change to lower rates of institutionalization and the rise of 

psychopharmacology, as well as increased public awareness of mental illness and patients’ rights 

movements, which has led to increased involvement of individuals in their medical treatment 

(Recovering 11).  

Mental illness memoirs have also evolved in form, especially since the early 2000s, when 

digital forms became more readily available to memoirists. For some memoirists, digital forms 

have offered innovative possibilities for conveying a mental illness narrative, while for others, 

the narrative originated on a digital platform before publication as a literary work. For example, 

Elissa Washuta’s My Body is a Book of Rules contains a series of mini-essays surrounding 

Washuta’s struggle with bipolar disorder, sexual assault, and her Native American identity; while 

her consideration of these experiences in tandem already distinguishes her memoir from others 

of the time, her use of digital form affords her alternatives to the conventional hospitalization 

narrative. Given the 2014 publication date, Washuta makes particular use of electronic mediums 

as a form for her essays, such as a Match.com profile, a faux Law & Order episode, and 

conversations from instant messenger, in order to convey her experience with mental illness. 

Washuta writes from outside the medical community, and accordingly, she narrates her condition 

not through medical jargon or a clinical tone, but rather through the language of familiar digital 

forms and dry humor. The digital forms also afford her, as a writer with an MFA, more 

opportunities for structural experimentation. But for some writers--with or without an MFA, with 
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or without a medical degree--digital forms now offer a starting place for publication and for 

connecting to audiences. For example, Melissa Broder’s So Sad Today originated as an 

anonymous Twitter account of the same name, “[attracting] hundreds of thousands of followers” 

for humorous quips about depression and anxiety, such as “live, laugh, love, lose interest in 

things you once found meaningful, cry at whole foods” (Bromwich). After connecting with such 

a large audience, Broder revealed her identity as a publicity manager via a Rolling Stone 

interview in 2015, and subsequently, published a full-length memoir the following year 

(Bromwich). The inception of So Sad Today offers a look at new pathways for memoir 

publication, as well as new forums for discussion of a stigmatized topic, given that Broder 

achieved a following through anonymity, through an account that other users could interact with 

under both real and anonymous profiles.  

Despite these changes in the genre and form, memoirs of mental illness remain relatively 

absent from critical discourse in autobiography or disability studies. Danquah’s memoir, for 

instance, has only garnered one response, from disability studies scholar Anna Mollow. I would 

argue that even the foundational texts of this genre are under-theorized, but that the most recent 

wave of contemporary memoirs requires new modes of analysis, given the shifts in authorship, 

narrative, and form, although the questions of establishing credibility and narrative arc remain as 

relevant now as before. The stigma against mental illness prevails, yet writers outside the 

medical community and even without college degrees are now publishing mental illness 

memoirs. If, as Buss contends, writers draw on degrees to establish credibility with an audience, 

then how do writers do so in the absence of such credentials? If the hospitalization episode 

serves as a crucial, albeit traumatizing, element in identity (re)formation, then why do writers 

now seek out diagnoses themselves? How--and to what degree--do they integrate the label of 

‘mentally ill’ into their identity? What impact does this have on narrative structure, with regard 
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to the arc of the memoir? Finally, why do contemporary memoirists write and publish memoirs 

about such a highly stigmatized topic, and for whom?   

In this thesis, I attempt to analyze these questions related to contemporary women’s 

mental illness memoirs, with particular attention to Danquah’s Willow Weep for Me and to 

Washuta’s My Body is a Book of Rules. In the absence of autobiography scholarship on these 

texts, and on mental illness memoirs as a whole, I have gathered information from disparate 

sources, including disability studies, psychology, women’s autobiography studies, autobiography 

studies related to illness and disability narratives, and even my own experiences teaching the 

texts to high school and community college students. In integrating these sources, I have come to 

understand that studying mental illness memoir means confronting challenges to legitimacy at 

every turn; it involves studying marginalized subjects--women--writing in a marginalized genre--

memoir--and writing about a marginalized subject--mental illness--within a marginalized 

subgenre--illness and disability narratives. Understanding this context is crucial to my argument 

about the narrative and stylistic strategies that individual writers use to establish the authority to 

write about mental illness, connect to audience, and create new public discourse on mental 

illness.  

Before delving into this context, I must also explain my choice of the term “mental 

illness” memoir. The challenges of writing into an understudied, marginal genre began with a 

search for terminology, for language to describe my field of study. At one point or another, I 

have struggled over whether to use the term mental “illness,” mental “health,” or mental 

“disability,” both in relation to conditions like depression and bipolar disorder and to the term for 

the nonfiction genre that has emerged from writers detailing experiences with such conditions. 

Each term is problematic in its own way; both mental “illness” and mental “health” align 

conditions like depression with physical illness, with disease, with the biomedical paradigm that 
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has accrued criticism from disability studies and Mad Pride activists. As Stephen Harper puts it, 

conceptualizing mental distress as illness ignores the social ills that frequently cause such 

distress, such as poverty, racism, and sexism (Harper 15). Furthermore, he notes that historically, 

psychology and psychiatry have contributed to these social ills, especially through involuntary 

institutionalization and pathologizing women’s behavior as hysteria (11). Though 

institutionalization rates have drastically subsided, and though hysteria is no longer a mental 

health diagnosis, he—and autobiography scholar Richard Ingram—argue that in the present day, 

the pharmaceutical industry has capitalized on social injustice, recruiting new markets through 

psychiatry and turning patients into consumers (Ingram 238).  

At the same time, most memoirists use the term “mental illness” to describe their 

condition, even as they critique the workings of the healthcare industry and certain assumptions 

of the biomedical model. In the end, I have selected “mental illness” because of name 

recognition and importantly, because Washuta and Danquah both use the term while still 

resisting the reification of the medical model. However, I do primarily understand mental illness 

as a disability, given the ways in which stigma is socially constructed and attaches to mentally ill 

individuals. I affirm that social oppression contributes to and worsens mental illness, but that 

psychology and psychiatry have recently incorporated social ills into models of mental illness, 

especially through epigenetic research (Reardon).3 In addition, I contend that medication and 

treatment may provide relief to some individuals; the pharmacological industry is oppressive 

because it is an industry, not because of the existence of drugs as a treatment option. I also note 

that tension exists within disability studies surrounding mental illness, or “mental disability,” the 

preferred term for scholars like Margaret Price and Rosemarie Garland-Thomson, given that 

                                                
3 Emerging research in the field of epigenetics, which studies changes in gene expression, examines the possibility 
that life experiences, such as poverty, might alter our genes in ways that leave us even more vulnerable to mental 
distress (Reardon).  
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some physical disability advocates worry that mental illness may “taint” the movement (Lewis 

117). Some disability studies scholars prefer the term “madness,” although it is mainly used by 

Mad Pride activists outside the U.S. and not as widely recognized.  

The contestation over terminology may serve as a preface for the contestation of memoir 

as a genre, which I will outline to provide crucial context for my project. Memoir as a form 

receives little critical buzz in comparison to forms such as the novel, given its position as a 

marginal genre, less studied in schools as well as in literary studies. Among autobiography 

studies scholars, some variation of the word “border” circulates when describing attitudes toward 

memoir. In Recovering Bodies, G. Thomas Couser describes the location of life writing at “the 

borders of the literary” (Recovering 4) and Buss at “the borderline between fact and fiction” 

(Buss 39). Autobiography studies scholar Leigh Gilmore further emphasizes that attempts to 

define the genre presents a somewhat self-defeating challenge, given that proposed definitions 

are “an attempt to legitimate and canonize a marginal form of writing, and, as such, almost 

always fail to win for autobiography the prestige of, say, the novel” (Autobiographics 13). In 

addition, the definitions given to life writing genres only push it further from the literary. As 

Couser explains in Memoir: An Introduction, conventional literature has been defined as 

“imaginative writing,” and although memoir has certainly become innovative in content and 

form, it is still primarily defined--and distinguished from other genres--in relation to truth and 

demands “some degree of veracity” (Memoir 138, 10). In other words, critical definitions of 

memoir pit it against the literary, even if formulating those definitions is an attempt to bolster the 

genre’s legitimacy in literary studies.  

Across his anthologies, Couser offers additional explanations for the lack of literary 

prestige surrounding memoir, or in his words “neglect” from curricula as well as scholarship, 

despite its prevalence in culture (Memoir 8). First, although contemporary memoirists often do 
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draw on techniques of fiction to convey real-world experiences, the original uses of memoir in 

the colonial era were far from literary or imaginative. In tracing the roots of American memoir in 

Memoir: An Introduction, Couser reveals that life writing was “non-or sub literary,” mostly 

related to “the exploration and colonization of the continent” (110). Colonizers often used life 

writing to further “the colony’s original mission”; Couser provides the example of a Plymouth 

colonist drawing on life writing to “impress later generations with the sacrifices of the first 

generation” (112). The early writers of nonfiction did not attempt innovation in style and form, 

but rather sought to propagate a colonial enterprise.  

A second reason for the relatively marginal position of memoir is its supposed 

accessibility and “democratic potential”; in theory, the form is available to anyone in a society, 

so long as tools for writing are available (Memoir 109). But Couser notes that in practice, white 

educated males have primarily authored memoirs and autobiographies, in the U.S. and abroad, 

and from inception of memoir to the present. Importantly, though, the early days of memoir still 

gave birth to some forms of memoir available to women that still impact contemporary women’s 

memoir, namely the captivity narrative and the slave narrative. In the captivity narrative, which 

originated in the colonial period, white women narrated their traumatic experience in Native 

American captivity4; Couser particularly draws attention to the use of the narrative form for 

healing, or scriptotherapy, from the ordeal5 (113). Autobiography scholars such as Anne 

Hunsaker Hawkins and Helen Buss still cite therapy, or self-healing, as a motivation for writing 

and publishing contemporary women’s memoir. The slave narrative has also impacted 

contemporary understandings of women’s memoir, although men authored many early slave 

narratives. The narratives also served “the anti-slavery agenda,” which involved “[documenting] 

                                                
4 Of course, as Couser put it, the premise of this narrative as a trauma narrative and as a testament to “[white 
vulnerability]” is somewhat misguided, given that Native Americans incurred far more losses than white colonists 
during war (114).  
5 Some Puritan women, such as Mary Rowlandson, quite literally drew upon scripture for healing (113).  
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oppression” rather than personal narratives. However, the slave narrative “pushed the genre 

toward testimony,” of recounting oppression, an aim that theorists still cite today, particularly in 

relation to women’s memoir and illness narratives (121). Importantly, one of the most notable 

slave narratives was female-authored and stylistically similar to contemporary memoir: Incidents 

in the Life of a Slave Girl. In the 1861 memoir, Harriet Jacobs, with the assistance of abolitionist 

Lydia Marie Childs, recounted her experience in “novelistic mode” and portrayed herself as 

“deeply embedded in extended family relations” (122). The personal content and engaging plot 

resembles the form of the contemporary memoir, although those qualities also cast her 

authorship into doubt: for centuries, scholars did not believe that Jacobs had in fact written the 

memoir, “[dismissing] it as more fiction than fact,” due to her innovative style as well as her 

identity as a black woman (122). In fact, scholars did not accept the writing as Jacobs’ or as 

nonfiction until the 1980s, due to Jane Fagan Yellin’s scholarship (122).  

The trajectory of Harriet Jacobs raises another issue still prevalent in contemporary 

memoir: the tendency to doubt women’s accounts of their lives. According to Leigh Gilmore, the 

autobiographical texts written by women have been “largely ignored in literary criticism” 

(Autobiographics xi), so much so that the genre, which “functions as the closest textual version 

of the political ideology of ‘individualism[,]’ is gendered as ‘male’” (1). In other words, the 

autobiography genre not only is seen as a male-dominated genre, but is also seen as a male 

genre. Gilmore demonstrates how canonized male autobiographical narratives, such as 

Augustine’s Confessions, have come to represent “coherence, stability, and rationality” and 

others, like Walden, “American self-disclosure” (xi). Gilmore takes care not to construct a 

monolithic image of women’s memoirs due to the intersection of class, race, and sexual 

orientation, but more generally, she points out that these traits are not imposed on women’s 

memoirs. Meanwhile, as with the case of Jacobs’ memoir, female-authored accounts face 
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skepticism due to the “attachment of ‘lying’ to women’s cultural productions” (ix). Because of 

these epistemological obstacles, Gilmore writes that formulating a “map for finding women’s 

autobiography,” as she sets out to do in Autobiographics, “became a map for getting lost” (3).  

Adding mental illness to the mix further complicates issues of legitimacy for women’s 

memoir, both as a subject for literary study and in relation to individual writers’ struggles to 

establish textual authority. In reading Gilmore, I especially noted the masculine language of 

coherence, stability, and rationality. Given Gilmore’s claim that women’s memoirs in general 

are not heralded as representations of these qualities, it could follow that women’s memoirs 

might be assumed to have the opposite qualities: incoherence, instability, or irrationality. Those 

qualities already mirror stereotypes cast against the mentally ill, which means that women 

writing about mental illness face even greater barriers for establishing legitimacy and authority. 

At the very least, mental illness might worsen the association of women and lying, particularly 

when symptoms of particular mental illnesses, such as bipolar disorder, correspond with 

“delusion.” In a later work, Tainted Witness, Gilmore emphasizes that issues of discreditation 

increase when the writer belongs to one or more marginalized communities (Tainted 9). Though 

this particular work mainly focuses on women recounting sexual violence and facing judgment, 

the idea that stigmatized identities “[weigh]” down testimony pertains to accounts of mental 

illness as well, given that mental illness carries a stigma and that illness memoirs are often take 

the form of testimony against some sort of trauma (6).   

But that brings me to the final part of the overview of the marginal position of women’s 

mental illness memoir in scholarship: the reluctance of both disability and illness narrative 

scholarship to address mental illness memoir. I should emphasize that such scholars also find 

their work marginal for a few main reasons. First, illness and disability narratives resist a linear 

progress narrative, also known as the comic plot: a convention in memoir that involves some sort 
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of resolution or “closure” for the writer. In narratives of chronic illness, resolution may not be 

possible depending on the duration or severity of the convention (Recovering 14). In addition, 

Couser writes that the “cultural denial of bodily dysfunction” keeps critical attention away from 

illness and disability texts (3). Even though “illness and disability represent forms of 

marginalization to which we are all vulnerable,” little scholarship has focused on the 

proliferating illness and disability narrative genres, though Couser, Anne Hunsaker Hawkins, and 

Arthur Frank have begun to theorize them (4). However, these scholars mainly focus on 

narratives of physical illness and physical disability, rather than mental illness. For instance, in 

his 1997 Recovering Bodies, Couser defines “autopathography” as “autobiographical narratives 

of illness or disability,” though he narrows his focus to narratives of cancer, HIV/AIDS, 

paralysis, and deafness, rather than mental illness (5, 15). At the end of the chapter, he includes a 

footnote about his conscious decision not to write about mental illness, which he calls “an 

obviously stigmatizing condition” (17): 

 

Although my omission of any such disorder risks edifying what is increasingly seen as a 

false dichotomy between physical and mental illness, it is based on two considerations. 

One is that the literature of mental illness—of which depression seems to be the 

contemporary paradigm—is developing so fast that I could not keep up. Another is that, 

despite my sense that mental illness is a misnomer, dysfunctions like schizophrenia and 

depression raise complex and largely independent issues—such as the representation of 

altered consciousness—that I was ill equipped to address. (17) 

 

Couser’s footnote reveals just how fast the subgenre of mental illness narratives, within the genre 

of illness narratives, are developing in the 1990s, given that he “could not keep up” (17). He also 
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expresses apprehension about delving into implications of psychological issues on the narrative 

form, marking them as distinct from issues within other illness memoirs. To a large degree, this 

apprehension also reflects the uneasy relationship of mental illness to physical disability and to 

physical illness. The biomedical paradigm, popular within psychiatry, aligns mental illness with 

physical illness, originating in the brain and requiring drug therapy, while disability studies 

understands mental illness as a disability and locates the origins of distress in social ills and 

critiques the motivations of the pharmaceutical industry (Ingram 238). However, within the 

realm of both disability and illness narratives, each of which attempt to claim mental illness in 

some way and are marginalized topics within the academy themselves, the mental illness 

narrative seems even more marginalized, at least in critical discourse.  

In reading memoir, I have noted a similar reluctance to address mental illness, even in 

narratives that address issues of queerness, physical disability, and other marginalized identities. 

In Tales of the Lavender Menace, Karla Jay’s memoir about her involvement with New York 

radical women’s groups and queer activism, Jay called recounting her mother’s experience with 

mental illness “[opening] a second closet door” (Jay 264). In the epilogue, she calls this 

disclosure of her history “much more starkly dangerous than an admission of sexual variation,” 

citing fear of “damaging the image of the movement” (265). She discloses that even though she 

has decided to write about her mother’s mental illness, she still fears that she will be “held 

accountable not only for [her] on behavior, but also for that of my ancestors,” or that her own 

behavior will be dismissed as “madness [running] in her family” (265). To me, Jay’s language 

indicates the pervasiveness of the stigma against mental illness in that she fears that a family 

member’s mental illness will attach to her as well and serve to discredit her experience as a 

member of other marginalized communities. When reading Jay’s words, I am reminded of Leigh 

Gilmore’s assertion that “stigmatized aspects of identity” are “added to witnesses as weight their 
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words cannot bear” (Tainted 6). Though Gilmore writes in relation to survivors of assault 

recounting instances of sexual violence and does not mention mental illness as a particularly 

discrediting identity, her words seem particularly relevant to the hesitation to write about mental 

illness, even in narratives that discuss other stigmatized identities. Stigmatized identities “stick” 

to other nonfiction accounts, “[weigh]” them down, and discredit them, but I would even go 

further to argue that mental illness carries a particular heavy weight and moves with such a 

velocity that people fear it could discredit their accounts about other experiences generations 

later (5). 

Despite the far-reaching stigma of mental illness, as well as the marginal position of 

mental illness memoir in the academy, women’s mental illness memoir cannot be neglected any 

longer, given Couser’s own admission that the genre has proliferated so fast that he cannot keep 

up (Recovering 17). Given that despite a cultural tendency to distance ourselves from 

dysfunction, anyone is susceptible to mental illness. Given that mental illness impacts every 

family, despite attempts to erase this history through institutionalization, denial, and silence. 

Given that mental illness has real-life consequences for individuals, including downward 

economic mobility, strained social relations, and restrictions to high-quality healthcare. The 

stakes are too high and too personal—for every person, for every family—to ignore it, especially 

when women are writing their accounts of mental illness in the face of stigma and doubt, and 

also take great social and economic risk when doing so. 

In this study, I provide an overview of a few core issues in the emerging genre of 

contemporary women’s memoir, namely the establishment of authority within a marginal genre 

as a marginal subject, and the motivation to write a publish mental illness memoir. Given the 

influx of memoirs from those outside the medical community, from working class writers, and 

from writers of color, I demonstrate how these writers construct an assemblage of texts to 
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establish authority from an even more marginalized perspective. By drawing on diverse 

resources, from medical texts to song lyrics to academic studies, lay writers build credibility with 

audience by demonstrating their knowledge of mental illness. I then argue that establishing 

textual authority allows writers to use the form of memoir for the new purposes, especially 

facilitating mental health discourse and communal healing. These claims build on existing 

theoretical understandings of the motivations behind writing about illness and disability, a 

process that often requires retelling trauma. Anne Hunsaker Hawkins draws on the models of 

therapy and testimony to consider the reasons that memoirists would revisit trauma through the 

act of writing. She explains that in the model of therapy, writing about illness allows for self-

healing, and in the model of testimony, writing about illness allows for witnessing traumatic 

experiences, with the end goal of “some reparative act on the part of society,” through social 

change and “[prevention]…of similar horrors in the future (Hawkins 122). Autobiography 

studies scholar Helen Buss proposes that the mental illness memoir form serves as “a vehicle for 

public discourse as well as for private healing”—in other words, as a means of promoting 

testimony as well as individual healing (Buss 34). Through a reading of Danquah’s Willow Weep 

for Me and Washuta’s My Body is a Book of Rules, I argue that contemporary women writers of 

mental illness memoir experiment with style and form to change the spaces of public discourse 

and promote public as well as private healing.  

I have selected these memoirs to analyze, given that they share formal features that I have 

identified in contemporary mental illness memoirs: challenges in establishing authority, 

inventive form and style, the absence of a hospitalization narrative, and an ambivalent 

conclusion. Though Willow Weep for Me was published in 1998, the text resembles more recent 

mental illness texts given Danquah’s identity as an outsider to the medical community, her 

education level, and her self-advocacy for access high quality medical care. The text traces the 
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tumultuous years of her early twenties, when she experiences several severe episodes of 

depression, drops out of college, suffers financially due to limited job prospects, and struggles to 

find effective and affordable treatment. Her narrative indicates some degree of self-revision and 

healing, given that she follows a comic plot somewhat conventional to memoir, but I read her arc 

of overcoming obstacles as related to social oppression rather than the problematic notion of 

overcoming a disability. Similarly, Washuta’s My Body is a Book of Rules comes from a lay 

perspective, as Washuta has an MFA rather than an MD. Similar to Danquah, Washuta details 

experiences acquiring medical care, particularly drug therapy, although her narrative is much less 

linear and progressive. Instead, I would describe her arc as circular, as she assembles a series of 

autobiographical essays that focus on her struggles with bipolar disorder, sexual assault, and her 

Native American identity.  

In the first chapter, I discuss how Danquah and Washuta, facing distinct challenges, each 

establish authority to write about mental illness. As a single, black mother without a college 

education, Danquah must demonstrate her knowledge of mental illness in order to overcome her 

education level and gain a reader’s trust. To do so, she draws on the language of psychology and 

psychiatry, incorporating medical terminology, references to clinical studies, and statistics into 

anecdotes of her experiences with depression. Though Washuta attains a higher level of 

education than Danquah, she still writes about her mental illness from a lay perspective and as a 

woman of color. With her MFA, Washuta establishes authority as a creative writer through 

innovative structure and form but still seeks affirmation through “proof” of her mental illness, 

sexual assault, and Native American identity. Given that she is white-passing, Washuta to some 

degree lacks visual “proof” for all three experiences. Both writers bolster their credibility by 

drawing on medical language or emphasizing innovation in order to overcome judgment and 

stigma that could de-authorize the text.  
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In the second chapter, I expand on the role of class and authority through a case study of 

the ways in which Danquah and Washuta incorporate material from the American Psychiatric 

Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, the main tool for diagnosing mental illness. 

Danquah copies the DSM entry for depression in the back of the book as a resource for readers, 

while Washuta embeds DSM criteria for bipolar disorder in a chapter titled “Many Famous 

People Have Bipolar Disorder,” with symptoms altered for a humorous effect. I attribute her 

willingness to mediate the text to her education level, as well as her specialty in creative writing, 

but also to differences in cultural perceptions of bipolar disorder and depression, particularly in 

relation to class. I then close read symptoms of bipolar disorder and depression in the DSM in 

relation to class, arguing that they are tied to occupational impairment, while certain symptoms 

of bipolar disorder are conducive to productivity.  

In the last chapter, I analyze structure and form in relation to purpose and audience, 

namely through the models of therapy and testimony. I close read the beginnings and endings of 

each memoir, noting that both writers draw on aspects of both models in the text, and that their 

strategies for establishing authority allow them to do so. I argue that Danquah assembles poetry 

and new metaphors for depression in place of problematic images to facilitate her healing, as 

well as the healing of other black women with depression. I then demonstrate how Washuta’s 

innovative form, her mechanism for establishing authority as a writer, also enables her to 

examine her bipolar disorder, sexual assault, and Native American identity from multiple 

perspectives, which theorists have cited as a therapeutic strategy to come to terms with “an array 

of internalized voices” (Rinaldi 824). At the same time, she provides testimony on her 

experience with sexual assault by confronting issues of authority; even though her bipolar 

disorder does not compromise her academic achievement, she seems to struggle to establish 

authority in her own sexual assault testimony, navigating the issue through a less assured tone.  
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I ultimately argue that both writers, through establishing authority from a lay perspective 

and using innovative language and form, create a space to facilitate healing and discourse for 

women of diverse backgrounds. Though Washuta does not necessarily write to intervene in 

public discourse, her use of digital forms provides an additional platform for writers to do so, and 

to emerge from the margins, from Twitter threads, from comment sections, from generations of 

silence.  
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CHAPTER ONE: Establishing Authority as Marginalized Subjects 

In Willow Weep for Me: A Black Woman’s Journey Through Depression, Meri Nana-

Ama Danquah details the years of her early twenties, when she experiences several severe 

episodes of depression. After years of struggling in silence, Danquah decides to pursue 

treatment, and a large portion of the memoir follows drug regimens that at times worsen all her 

depressive symptoms, as well as her financial situation. 

At one point in the narrative, Danquah’s medication alleviates her depression, but it also 

causes debilitating anxiety, for which her psychiatrist prescribes another, more expensive 

medication. Danquah soon discovers that alcohol also quells her anxiety, so she decides to self-

medicate, given that she cannot afford the second medication. Ultimately, her dependence on 

alcohol reaches debilitating levels, and when a friend suggests that her dependence may be 

related to the medication, Danquah responds: 

‘I’ll call my shrink and ask him whether I can stop.’ 

‘Ask?’ he snapped. ‘You’d better call that man and tell him you need to stop. Why do 

you give people so much power over you? That M.D. behind his name just means he’s 

trained to facilitate your healing’ (220). 

The institutional gleam of her psychiatrist’s medical degree makes Danquah feel that she is 

unequipped to listen to her own body. She does not question the course of her treatment that her 

doctor has provided; she assumes that with a medical degree, his knowledge of mental illness 

must trump hers.   

The exchange also distinguishes Danquah from her contemporaries writing about mental 

illness in the 1990s, the time when patient-centered narratives began to emerge. Foundational 

female memoirists from the time, such as Kay Redfield Jamison and Lauren Slater, would not 

feel intimidated by the “M.D. behind his name”; they have PhDs behind their names and write 
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about their experiences not only as patients, but also as clinical psychologists—as patients and 

providers. Autobiography studies scholar Helen Buss argues that the degree in clinical 

psychology “authorizes” writers like Slater and Jamison “to speak” about mental illness in the 

memoir form (Buss 37). In this sense, the writer’s educational background allows them to 

establish textual authority, for readers to trust their words, given the legitimacy of science 

degrees in Western culture. According to G. Thomas Couser, this affordance of power comes 

from a medical professional’s “esoteric knowledge” and “humanitarian intent,” in that the doctor 

commands specialized knowledge for the well-intentioned purpose of healing (Recovering 19). 

Danquah’s exchange with her doctor reflects the degree of cultural currency and trust that an 

M.D. carries.  

Underlying Buss’s discussion is the idea that memoirists writing about mental illness 

need to rely on such a culturally validated source of credibility like an M.D. to establish 

authority, given the marginal position of memoir, the marginal subjectivity of women writing 

memoir, and stereotypes that further diminish the authority of the mentally ill, such as 

unreliability or irrationality. First, memoir, as a form of creative nonfiction, occupies a 

precarious place between fact and fiction, a place that Buss contends has been “often used to de-

authorize memoir writing” (Buss 39). According to Leigh Gilmore, the pervasive cultural 

association of “women” and “lying” further contributes to this de-authorization, marking women 

as marginal subjects for nonfiction writing, a male-dominated genre defined by truth-telling 

(Autobiographics ix). Women writing about mental illness face additional obstacles to authority, 

given the association of mental illness with delusion, lying, or exaggeration; these associations 

are not merely stereotypes, but are also listed as symptoms of particular mental illnesses in the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, the main diagnostic tool for psychiatrists.  
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With an advanced degree in science, a writer could transcend some of these issues of 

authority, because her education could transform her from an “unreliable” patient to the more 

legitimate position of patient-provider. The patient-provider writes with a degree that confers 

knowledge, authority, and cultural validity, counteracting some of the negative attributes 

associated with mental illness. In other words, she writes from a far less marginalized position, 

but with a caveat: she must still demonstrate writing prowess in order to authorize the memoir 

form. In the case of Lauren Slater, a serial memoirist and psychologist, demonstrating both kinds 

of textual authority involves using the “langue of the psychologist to convince us of her equal 

authority in terms of mental illness” as well as the “langue of the creative nonfiction writer—the 

tropes of literature—to shape the memoir form” (Buss 38). It’s a delicate balance: writing 

artistically enough to earn the respect of the literary world, while also grounding the writing in 

medical knowledge to gain the trust of readers of memoirs, which often consist of a popular 

audience. Her psychology degree, though, allows her to write more daringly about her mental 

illness; Slater writes “I exaggerate” in the beginning of her aptly titled memoir Lying (2000), a 

bold opening and statement to include in a memoir, given the generic allegiance to truth-telling. 

However, I would argue that she can make this move because her degree protects her against 

potential discreditation. Slater attributes these exaggerations to symptoms of her mental illness, 

and given her degree in psychiatry, readers still trust what she has to say about her mental illness, 

since she is an expert about mental illness. A medical degree can authorize the text—and 

experiments within the text, as the “facts” from expertise can enable writers to experiment with 

the “fiction” of the narrative. 

Without such a degree, lay writers like Danquah remain marginalized subjects who must 

find other means of authorizing the text. Her lay perspective stands out, given that she situates 

herself outside the medical community. But she also writes as a member of the working class, a 
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single mother, and a woman of color; writers of foundational texts like Slater, Redfield Jamison, 

and Kaysen are all white and upper-middle class. These additional attributes of race and class, 

according to Leigh Gilmore, are “added” to the text “as weight [women’s] words cannot bear,” 

marking an even greater need to establish textual authority (Tainted 6). In this chapter, I will 

analyze the ways in which Danquah authorizes the text by drawing on the language of 

psychology and psychiatry, incorporating medical terminology, references to clinical studies, and 

statistics into anecdotes of her experiences with depression. However, Danquah’s adoption of 

medical language does not mean that she wholeheartedly endorses the biomedical paradigm, 

with its complicated history with gender and race. Rather, her adoption of the language as a 

subversive move to assert that as a working-class black woman, she too has a place in discourse 

about depression, given that conversations have typically centered around white women and 

treatment has not been accessible to black women.  

However, even though Danquah’s perspective may have distinguished her in the late 

1990s, more lay writers and women of color have authored mental illness memoirs in the last 

two decades. Accordingly, I also examine the strategies of establishing authority in a more recent 

memoir: Elissa Washuta’s My Body is a Book of Rules (2014). Like Danquah, Washuta writes 

from outside the medical community and as a woman of color, though she does have an MFA in 

creative writing, which grants her credibility as a writer, and she makes frequent mention of her 

4.0 college GPA (Washuta 11). I argue that Washuta establishes her authority through her 

writing credentials, particularly through innovative structure and form, as well as mediation of 

medical text. Like Danquah, Washuta incorporates medical language into her text, less as a 

resource and more as a point of entry for experimentation. Most notably, Washuta interjects her 

own humorous voice into a psychiatrist’s note in the chapter “Note” and in prescribing 

information in eponymous chapter “Prescribing Information,” disrupting the clinical tone of most 
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scientific writing.  In this way, Washuta discusses mental illness with a brazenness resembling 

Slater’s, despite not having a medical degree to protect her credibility. Perhaps because of 

outsider status, Washuta is especially cognizant that she lacks visual “proof” for her mental 

illness, as well as for her sexual assault, and to some degree, her Native American identity (9). 

Though Washuta maintains a fairly consistent, snarky tone to mediate medical texts, she still 

desires affirmation from the medical professionals that she is mentally ill through medical 

documentation: a formal diagnosis, prescriptions, and doctor’s notes. At the same time, the 

prescribed treatment for her bipolar disorder is often ineffective and further damages Washuta’s 

health, leaving her feeling completely out of control with regard to her embodied experiences. I 

read Washuta’s mediation of text as an innovative strategy for establishing authority, as well as 

way to retain some agency in situations that compromise it.  

My side-by-side close reading of Danquah’s unmediated incorporation of medical 

language alongside Washuta’s mediated medical texts demonstrates how lay writers can both 

establish authority to speak about mental illness and resist harmful aspects of that discourse. 

Danquah adopts medical language to overcome her lack of college degree, but also as a means of 

protesting the exclusion of black women from mental illness narratives and high-quality mental 

health care. By mediating medical language, Washuta draws on her credentials as a creative 

writer, but also protests the realities of bipolar disorder treatment.  Given the stakes—

inaccessible treatment, treatment that endangers lives—these strategies are important for 

enabling more marginalized subjects to speak through life writing. Within mental illness memoir, 

Danquah and Washuta’s position outside the medical community also reflects the changing 

composition of writers in the genre. 

Danquah: More “fact” than “fiction” 
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 In Willow Weep for Me, Danquah recalls a conversation with her editor after she had 

proposed writing an article on depression. He issues her a warning: 

 There’s a whole lot of stuff being written on depression these days. Have you read 

William Styron’s book? If you were to write a piece, you’d have to make sure you 

weren’t repeating what’s already been said, which will be pretty hard to do.  (Danquah 

235) 

Danquah finds this advice hysterical, because the popular author of the moment, William Styron, 

is a well-off white man, while her experience as a black, poor single mother solidly assures that 

she will bring a different perspective to public discourse on depression. But in order to bring that 

perspective, Danquah has to establish her authority through means that Styron, given his gender 

and education, does not: the frequent inclusion of medical discourse and sources, and a narrative 

structure that moves her account closer to “fact” than “fiction.” 

Crucially, Danquah must find her own language for establishing authority as an outsider 

to the mental health profession by learning the language of psychology and psychiatry and 

drawing upon it in her text. Science, particularly medicine, carries considerable cultural weight, 

affording practitioners legitimacy, but as Couser notes, the authority “depends on the deployment 

of specialized scientific vocabulary” (Recovering 19). In other words, the power of medicine in 

large part comes from discourse, the very language used to describe medical conditions, which 

remains largely inaccessible to those outside the community. Citing Kathryn Montgomery 

Hunter, Couser continues that such specialized language conveys the “rational, disinterested 

ideal” of science (19). I take particular note of this phrase, as it conveys the opposite qualities 

assigned to women and to the mentally ill, which may account for Danquah’s reliance on 

medical terminology when referring to depression. By accessing medical language, she gains 

authority as well as protection against damaging stereotypes about mental illness. Across Willow 
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Weep for Me Danquah refers to her depression as an “illness” and as a “disease,” which are terms 

used by medical professionals to describe mental illness (Danquah 18). She also lists the 

medications she takes to alleviate her “suffering,” cites statistics from scientific studies, quotes 

academic articles from mental health professionals, and even includes the criteria for Major 

Depression from the DSM, the main diagnostic tool for psychiatrists and psychologists, in the 

back of the book as an appendix (Danquah 18). As a result, her writing reads as an assemblage of 

creative nonfiction anecdotes interspersed with quotations from medical professionals. For 

instance, when describing her struggles with alcohol in managing her depression, Danquah 

writes that never in her life had she “drunk so much…Without the alcohol, my hands trembled 

and my feelings flatlined” (204). However, she leads the next paragraph with:   

In her essay ‘Moving Targets: Alcohol, Crack, and Black Women,’ Sheila Battle, MSW, 

claims that ‘studies show a higher prevalence of ‘escape alcoholism’ among black 

women. In other words, drinking numbs them from the many griefs, sorrows, and 

disappointments that color black female lives…[B]ecause they often have full 

responsibility for their families and feel that they must carry on no matter what, black 

women are even more likely to minimize the negative impact of alcohol in their lives. In 

my mind, drinking was helping, not hurting, me. Soon enough, though, it tore my world 

to shreds. (Danquah 204) 

 This section immediately follows a section of creative nonfiction, filled with visual imagery and 

metaphorical language. The inclusion of medical language marks a notable shift in tone, from 

somber to clinical, as Danquah transitions directly from her personal anecdote into the summary 

of Battle’s article. I also read the article reference as a means of establishing authority within the 

text, as the study allows Danquah to demonstrate her understanding of mental illness, 

particularly in relation to her own behavior. But Danquah leans quite heavily on Battle’s words; 
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Danquah opens the paragraph with a summary of Battle’s study, rather than continuing with her 

anecdote and using Battle’s work as support.  

With the placement of Battle’s study first, Danquah grants Battle significant authority 

within the text, saving Danquah’s own anecdote for the end of the paragraph. Similarly, near the 

end of the memoir, when Danquah explains her treatment regiment, she comments that 

“depressives who are on medications are encouraged, if not required, to also be in therapy” 

(257). Given the passive voice construction, the agent of the sentence is unclear, but I assume 

that medical professionals are encouraging depressives to do therapy and that she is alluding to 

medical recommendations. Danquah demonstrates that although she does not have a college 

degree, she has researched mental illness, and she possesses the knowledge necessary to write 

about it—and have people trust her words, or at the very least, trust her sources: Battle’s article, 

mental health statistics, and the DSM criteria included in the back of the book. At the same time, 

the process of assembling texts gives Danquah agency over her work. Although she lends quite a 

bit of space to her medical sources, Danquah still determines which sources to include, as well as 

the arrangement of those sources in the text; she creates her own narrative structure.  

Danquah’s choice to invoke medicalizing language is not uncontroversial. Though it 

might enable her to speak with more authority about her experience to a popular audience, 

especially given that the genre of memoir is often oriented toward a non-scholarly audience, 

Danquah’s description of her depression, of her “suffering,” and eventual “triumph” over her 

“illness” might serve as “precisely the kind of text that much disability scholarship in the 

humanities has taught us to critique” (Mollow 67). As discussed in the introduction, scholars like 

Stephen Harper would contend that labeling mental distress as an “illness” ignores the social ills 

that frequently cause such distress and that psychology and psychiatry have contributed to 

through involuntary institutionalization and pathologizing women’s behavior as hysteria (15, 11).  
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To Harper and Ingram, Danquah’s emphasis on depression as a “disease” might mean that she 

diverts attention from the social ills that contribute to her distress, reifying harmful rhetoric that 

pathologizes individuals and absolves institutions, including psychiatry, of responsibility for 

perpetuating injustice. 

In addition, Danquah’s narrative reads as a linear progress narrative, a conventional 

structure wherein the subject endures struggle, but in the end, transcends it. Danquah’s story 

unfolds in chronological order; she begins by recounting her earliest depressive episodes, then 

her eventual treatment, and finally, her life after depression. She ends on a note of optimism, and 

the last sentence of her book reads, “having lived with the pain, having felt/heard/seen and tasted 

it, I know that when you pass through it, there is beauty on the other side” (Danquah 266). Some 

scholars might argue that this arc is not possible in illness and disability narratives, given the 

disruption that chronic conditions can bring to such life narratives. Danquah’s linear progress 

narrative might resemble what Ingram calls a narrative of “making sense,” a type of therapeutic 

narrative in which the writer attempts to understand incomprehensible situations. To Ingram, this 

narrative stigmatizes individuals labeled mentally ill, as they receive diagnoses for not being able 

to “make sense” of their distress, and renders them as victims in need of an intervention to “make 

sense” of their situation (Ingram 242). Danquah’s moment of overcoming—of “making sense”—

corresponds with finally obtaining psychiatric treatment. To Ingram, Danquah’s narrative might 

be especially harmful, given that her moment of overcoming—of “making sense”—corresponds 

with obtaining psychiatric treatment; to him, this narrative makes obtaining treatment the “good” 

choice, imbuing it with a kind of morality that shames those who do not make the choice. 

Danquah’s hopeful conclusion, made possible by successful medication and therapy, puts the 

onus on individuals to seek treatment to “make sense” of their distress and blames those who do 
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not for their position. Yet in the absence of credentials, Danquah might not feel as much license 

to draw upon a more fictive structure that may, for instance, distort the passage of time.  

The one scholarly response to Willow Weep for Me further delves into the storied history 

of racism and sexism within psychiatry, acknowledging the criticism that Danquah faces for both 

invoking the language from this discipline and following a linear progress narrative. In “When 

Black Women Start Going on Prozac’: Race, Gender, and Mental Illness in Meri Nana-Ama 

Danquah’s Willow Weep for Me,” Anna Mollow provides essential contextualization of the 

intersection of race and mental illness, as she explains how the racist discourse of mental illness 

has a storied history and has resulted in distrust of the medical community. According to 

Mollow, black men and women are still diagnosed with schizophrenia at much higher rates than 

white people, and due to their perceived “dangerousness,” black patients are institutionalized 

more frequently and sometimes involuntarily (Mollow 74). Meanwhile, statistics show that white 

people are more often diagnosed with depression, and scholars suggest that depression is 

underdiagnosed in black communities (Danquah 184). Danquah’s experience corresponds with 

Mollow’s statistical evidence, as Danquah writes that depression is "still viewed as a 

predominantly 'white' illness,” and that due to the history of involuntary institutionalizations, 

many in the black community approach white medical professionals with apprehension 

(Danquah 184). As a black woman, Danquah faces additional obstacles when interacting with 

medical professionals. Danquah writes about a black female friend who seeks treatment from 

black doctors, due to her distrust of white psychiatrists. However, this does not stop her friend 

from receiving inaccurate diagnoses, as her male doctors draw on sexist stereotypes. One doctor 

tells her that she “[has] Lumumba fever,” and another claims she has “housewives’ syndrome” 

(Danquah 64). When Danquah herself initially describes her symptoms to a doctor, he simply 

says, “Aah, those hormones,” approaching her distress with skepticism (Danquah 35). 
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With Mollow’s backdrop, we should view Danquah’s use of the term “illness” within the 

context of her race and gender; black women have experienced both injustice from psychiatric 

institutions as well as exclusion from cultural narratives of depression. Danquah states that 

because of this exclusion, there is “silence” within her community, which to her suggests that 

“there are no acceptable ways, no appropriate words to begin a dialogue about this illness” 

(Danquah 21). Because she faces silence and stigma within her community, and lack of 

recognition and a racist history outside of it, I argue that claiming the label of “depressed” sends 

a profound message that she too, as a black woman, should be included in this discourse, and that 

depression is not a “white” disease (Danquah 259). While theorists like Stephen Harper argue 

that using the term “illness” and “disease” mask social realities, her use of them protests the 

oppressive racist and sexist social realities that mask the possibility that black women, too, can 

be depressed. Danquah’s use of medicalizing language and her hopeful conclusion do not mean 

that she ignores the social ills contributing to her distress. Furthermore, Danquah’s language 

choices suggest that the binary between illness and institutional injury, as perpetuated by Harper, 

Ingram, and older models of disability, does not exist. While Harper writes that “the origins of 

psychiatric affliction are usually to be found in neither brain chemistry nor in a set of ‘cultural’ 

dispositions, but in the spectrum of social violence” (Harper 15), Danquah contends that “this 

supposed opposition” between illness and social violence “is false” (Danquah 257). Instead, 

Danquah writes that “all clinical depressions are a mixture of the emotional and the biochemical; 

the illness exists, somewhere in that ghost space between consciousness and chemistry” (258). 

To Danquah, calling depression an “illness” does not preclude her from acknowledging 

the role that forms of societal oppression—the racism, sexism, and socioeconomic inequality that 

Harper references—have in (re)producing it. She writes that depression has a “genetic” 

component, but also that the “social and economic realities of women, blacks, single parents” 
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cause distress (Danquah 257). In an interview shortly following the publication of Willow Weep 

for Me, Danquah explains that she has a “predisposition” to depression, but that “economic status 

also has to do with depression. Lack of money generates stress. When I was broke, I was 

trapped. We live in a consumer society” (Coleman 6). Throughout Willow Weep for Me, she also 

maintains that depression causes suffering in itself, that medication and therapy have relieved her 

suffering, but also that the “financial strain that treating my depression put me under was enough 

to push me into a whole new depression” (203). For Danquah, injustice comes not from the 

existence of psychiatric drugs, but in the economic barriers to obtaining them. Though Danquah 

published her memoir in 1999, contemporary understandings of mental illness align with her 

perspective. For instance, emerging research in the field of epigenetics, which studies changes in 

gene expression, examines the possibility that life experiences, such as poverty, might alter our 

genes in ways that leave us even more vulnerable to mental distress (Reardon).  

I would ultimately argue that Danquah’s use of medical language is critical--but largely 

unmediated with regard to form. Even though her understanding of the relation of depression to 

social oppression and neurochemistry is complex and generative, she still mainly cites scientific 

studies as resources, maintains a clinical tone, and even in the case of Battle, leads paragraphs 

with citations. Perhaps most significantly, she devotes an appendix to a list of symptoms for 

depression from the DSM, considered the psychiatric bible. In citing medical sources, Danquah 

does not fully inhabit, or rather, mediate the language. Later on, I will demonstrate how Danquah 

critiques existing commonplace metaphors for depression by inventing her own phrases to 

facilitate healing, but with regard to medical language itself, Danquah mostly preserves the 

clinical tone and uses scientific terminology. This move allows her to establish authority as a 

writer as well as disrupt expectations about for whom medical language is intended, but there are 

limits to the amount of disruption she makes in the discourse itself. 
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Still, I contend that adopting this clinical language is subversive, given the association of 

depression with whiteness and the inaccessibility of medical language—and mental health 

care—to working-class individuals. Though social ills like poverty and oppression contribute to 

mental distress, vulnerable individuals have the least access to expensive, high-quality mental 

health treatment. Some might argue that Danquah’s use of medical language does not signify 

resistance, that even if she invents new cultural metaphors, she does not go far enough in her 

critique of medical language, given that she still uses terms that could be construed as oppressive 

rather than using entirely new terms. But I would underscore Foucault’s assertion that “where 

there is power, there is resistance,” and that “there is a plurality of resistances” (Foucault 95, 96). 

Resistance is shaped by context, history, location, and power relations; in Danquah’s case, she 

writes during the early years of an emerging marginal genre and as a more marginalized subject 

than her contemporaries. In this context, her use of medical language establishes her authority, 

serves as a form of resistance, and sets a precedent for more lay writers from marginalized 

communities to enter mental illness discourse and further mediate medical texts.   

Washuta: More fictive than factual medical discourse 

With its nonlinear narrative and facetious mediation of medical discourse, Elissa 

Washuta’s My Body is a Book of Rules is less reliant on the “facts” of biomedicine to authorize 

the fictive aspects of the memoir form. As a series of several interweaving essays on her 

experiences with bipolar disorder, sexual assault, and Native American identity, her narrative 

structure reads as circular, rather than linear. For instance, “A Cascade Autobiography,” focused 

on Washuta’s Native American identity, contains sixteen parts scattered across the memoir, 

interjected with other essays, including “Prescribing Information,” a mini-autobiography 

consisting of a chronological list of every drug Washuta has ever been prescribed, and “Faster 

than Your Heart Can Beat,” which as Washuta puts it, is “a reverse-chronological listing of the 
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dudes I’ve fucked” (Washuta 161). Some of the essays focus on events unfolding over an 

extended portion of Washuta’s life, but most focus on her young adulthood, especially her 

tumultuous transition from college at the University of Maryland at College Park to her MFA 

program at the University of Washington in Seattle. With this structure, the reader must piece 

together the chronology of the events in the narrative, and at times, reconcile conflicting 

information.  

Perhaps the most salient feature of Washuta’s memoir, though, is her facetious tone, 

which she employs in relation to her experiences with mental illness, mediating medical texts 

and discourse, particularly in the chapters “Note” and “Prescribing Information.” Like Danquah, 

Washuta writes from outside of the medical community and as a woman of color, but her 

master’s degree in creative writing authorizes her to engage in more fictive literary techniques 

when incorporating medical texts into her narrative. Though Danquah invents new metaphors to 

describe her affective experience with depression, she does not mediate medical texts, but rather 

preserves the clinical tone to convey “facts” about depression. While Danquah draws on medical 

language to build her own credibility, Washuta draws on her own academic accolades to disrupt 

the authority usually granted to doctors in medical texts. Washuta assumes, to a certain degree, 

more textual authority, due to her educational level, type of mental illness, and formal shifts in 

mental illness memoir.  

When Washuta published My Body is a Book of Rules in 2014, more lay writers had 

entered the landscape of women’s mental illness memoir. With more non-specialists in field, it 

would follow that Washuta would face fewer obstacles to establishing authority, and that she 

could then have more license to invoke fictive literary techniques when conveying experiences 

of mental illness. But Washuta still refers to her academic credentials throughout the memoir, 

citing her full scholarship and “gleaming transcripts” (Washuta 3), writing that she “never 
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missed work, rarely missed class” (6), and referencing her “lifetime four-point-oh” grade point 

average (55). In part, I read this frequent and somewhat ostentatious parading of her GPA as a 

mechanism to buttress her authority in order to take more literary risk. If readers understand that 

she has attained success in conventional terms, they might trust her ability to write about her 

mental illness, even without a medical degree. Furthermore, her master’s degree in creative 

writing conveys her expertise in craft, which also authorizes her to distort time in her narrative 

and invoke the casual tone through which she can categorize a chapter as “a reverse-

chronological listing of the dudes I’ve fucked” (Washuta 161).  

Notably, Washuta extends this tone to discussions of mental illness, mediating medical 

texts in “Note” and “Prescribing Information” rather than drawing upon them as resources to 

demonstrate knowledge of psychology or psychiatry. In “Note,” Washuta pastes a note from the 

University of Maryland “campus psychologist” into her memoir, in which he describes her 

medical history for a new doctor at the University of Washington, while in “Prescribing 

Information,” Washuta mediates drug labels with her facetious tone. I argue that by subverting 

the clinical tone of medical texts, Washuta regains authority in the construction of medical text 

and reclaims agency in her treatment. While much of Danquah’s memoir focuses on obtaining 

drug and talk therapy for depression despite historical exclusion of black women from cultural 

narratives of depression, Washuta’s narrative starts long after her diagnosis; a guidance 

counselor “suggested a bipolar diagnosis” when she was in eighth grade (50).  In other words, 

Washuta has always had access to mental health treatment, perhaps due to her class background, 

or in part because she passes for white. However, medications for bipolar disorder tend to incur 

more variable side effects than antidepressants, and Washuta cycles through medication 

regimens that wreak havoc on her body. By interjecting her own voice into a psychiatrist’s note 
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in “Note” and drug labels in “Prescribing Information,” Washuta reclaims her agency in 

situations that diminish her authority and at times, endanger her life. 

In clinical settings, from a therapist’s office to a hospital room, doctors and patients co-

construct texts, though the text typically preserves the authority of the medical professional. 

According to Couser, “the treatment of illness or disability typically, and necessarily, involves a 

sort of narrative collaboration between doctor and patient--the creation of a new ‘life text’” 

(Couser 10). I would emphasize that the narrative is particularly salient in mental illness 

diagnosis, given that the disability is invisible and cannot be proven through blood tests, x-rays, 

or any tools used to treat physical disabilities. Instead, patients recount medical history, which 

involves the “patient [offering] up testimony that the doctor interprets according to codes and 

conventions generally unavailable to the patient” (10). As Couser highlights, the medical history 

is usually “taken” by the doctor, which indicates that although the narrative is collaborative, the 

doctor is the one vested with the authority to “provide an interpretation of their lives” through 

diagnosis (10). Upon the diagnosis, the doctor can prescribe treatment, which “[extends] the 

physician’s authority over the patients’ lives” (10). As Couser puts it, “doctors may both 

reinterpret patients’ pasts and literally pre-script their futures” (10). Though many patients want 

the doctor to do this in order to obtain treatment, they must “relinquish control over one’s body, 

and one’s story” (10). In this way, patients may feel objectified, given the loss of control. In 

addition, the language used in the narrative may come off as “objective,” given the medical 

jargon, but also as depersonalized. Finally, though Couser does not consider this, the medical 

jargon may only be meaningful to the doctor, which means that even though the narrative was 

produced collaboratively, it is not only doctor’s authority, but also possibly only accessible to the 

doctor, both in the sense that patients do not often see doctor’s notes, as they are not the intended 
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audience, but also in that some patients, depending on education level and familiarity with 

medical discourse. 

In “Note,” Washuta opens with the typical markings of a medical text: a heading, with 

the university health center street address, and with the relatively formal greeting, “To Whom It 

May Concern” (Washuta 9). The letter opens with, “the patient has requested her medical records 

as proof of her diagnosis and treatment as she prepares to move from Maryland to Seattle,” 

which signals that medical professionals are the intended audience (9). The third-person referral 

to “the patient” seems clinical and depersonalized, as the doctor does not even say “my patient” 

or use Washuta’s last name. The language of “records,” “proof,” “diagnosis,” and “treatment,” 

are medical but also somewhat legal, indicating that the narrative, rather than some scan or test, 

provides the evidence for Washuta’s diagnosis.  

However, Washuta quickly begins breaking the script of a doctor’s note in the third 

paragraph, when she begins citing other chapters in the autobiography and inserting snarky 

parentheticals. The narrator--the doctor--claims that “the patient had consulted with a campus 

counselor in the spring of 2006 to deal with issues stemming from a sexual assault in January of 

2005 (‘Acquaintance rape’)”; here, Washuta does not reference something within “Note” in the 

parenthesis, but rather, another chapter in the memoir (Washuta 9). When “the patient” recounts 

another counselor’s suggestion to tightly schedule her activities, the narrator agrees, in a 

parenthetical, that the situation was “flawed” (9). This type of evaluative language departs from 

traditional medical jargon that seeks objectivity and could be read as unprofessional. With the 

statements “I disclosed to the patient that she was my favorite patient” and “to hug her would 

have been unprofessional,” the text really begins to diverge from a medical script (10). When 

describing his decision to prescribe Ritalin, the doctor writes that he had to disregard any far-out 

notions about what abuses she may be doing to the linings of her nostrils in favor of keeping the 
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sheen on her GPA” (11). The reference to grades and GPA, as well as the joke about Ritalin 

abuse, matches the tone of the rest of the memoir, despite the distancing third person and 

depersonalized references to “the patient.” When describing a diagnostic survey administered to 

patients, the psychiatrist begins getting crass, writing that “this method of scoring darkness has 

its limitations. For example, it asks that the college students we treat--most of whom are paying 

tens upon tens of thousands of dollars to take classes they report to be ‘fucking lame’ in order to 

earn degrees that often prepare them for prestigious unpaid internships” (10). The swearing, 

evaluative language, and increasing blur of personal boundaries indicate Washuta’s attempt to 

undermine, even parody, the psychiatrist. When Washuta has an adverse reaction to a 

medication, the psychiatrist exclaims, “‘Of all the people, I wish it didn’t have to be you. 

Dammit, why did this have to happen to one of my favorite people?’ When I said ‘people,’ I 

must have meant ‘patients’” (12). Then, he writes that “I missed her a lot when she left,” 

solidifying the portrait of a possibly predatory, overly interested mental health professional (13). 

Beneath the formal, yet depersonalized closing—“Sincerely, the Psychiatrist”—Washuta 

includes a footnote that reveals the obvious: “With edits from Elissa Washuta, 11/13/2007” (13). 

Within the note, Washuta demonstrates command of medical discourse, but also a willingness to 

challenge it, to reclaim it, to appropriate it--even to make her psychiatrist, or the psychiatrist, 

reducible to a type. Unlike the clinical tone, Washuta’s tone is snarky, distinctive, personal; she 

resists sacrificing her authority, and her individuality, to a patient narrative.  

The stakes may be even higher in “Prescribing Information,” a chapter in which Washuta 

chronicles every medication she has taken, given that the script for prescribing information 

related to medications is very not very inventive, and also that the medication has real-life 

impacts on her body, at times endangering her life. Though the medications are listed and 

catalogued by date with the dosage, the first lines of the first prescription, Plan B, show a 
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departure from a sterile tone: “Plan B is a backup plan that helps prevent pregnancy after some 

waste of sperm wastes his sperm in or around your vagina” (Washuta 53). With second person 

and sarcasm, Washuta departs significantly from the conventional script of prescribing 

information. Notably, she writes much of the chapter in the imperative, as prescribing 

information would be, except in a casual tone; for instance, she writes “don’t ever tell your 

doctor what you did” in relation to Ritalin snorting (55) and “just tell him what you need” in 

order to obtain klonopin (57). Some entries expose the very real danger of the drugs: the tests to 

ensure that Lithium doesn’t “reach toxic levels in the blood” (56), the “blooming rash” that “had 

the potential to turn deadly” from the medication that actually balanced Washuta’s moods (56). 

The medication also sometimes causes paleness, weight gain, and even seizures, changing and 

even disfiguring Washuta’s body. 

Even though medication eventually helps Washuta, the “Prescribing Information” chapter 

testifies to the rather traumatic experience of undergoing drug treatment, and of not having 

control over her body. By inflecting her narrative with humor, Washuta regains control of her 

story, which she sacrificed to medical professionals early on for diagnosis and treatment. Her 

language and tone also align with the trend Couser emphasizes among “contemporary patients” 

from the patients’ rights movement, in which is “resisting or challenging medical authority or 

seeking to share it” (Recovering 10). By inserting her voice back into the medical narrative, 

Washuta demands more control in her medication regimen and co-authorship in her narrative.  

Though Washuta resists deferring authority to medical professionals in clinical writing, 

she still seeks validation for her diagnosis from the medical community for her bipolar disorder. 

In “Note,” Washuta opens with “the patient has requested her medical records as proof of her 

diagnosis and treatment as she prepares to move from Maryland to Seattle,” but Washuta repeats 

the word proof throughout the memoir, across several chapters, and in relation to her bipolar 
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disorder, her sexual assault, and her Native American identity (Washuta 9). According to Angela 

Thachuk, Western culture has “an affinity for visual proof,” and the invisibility of Washuta’s 

issues cast doubt into her narrative (Thachuk 149). Mental illness, within the category of 

disability, remains largely invisible; though symptoms may be embodied, such as through 

exhaustion, those visible symptoms are not recognizable as forms of mental illness. Given 

Washuta’s complexion and multi-racial background, she passes as white, which grants her 

privilege, perhaps even when accessing medical care, but also often casts her Indian background 

into doubt. Later in the thesis, I will further explore the intersection of Washuta’s experiences of 

sexual assault with her bipolar disorder and Native American identity, but for now I will attend 

to Washuta’s language of proof relating to her mental illness.  

In “A Cascade Autobiography, Part 16,” Washuta conveys ambivalence in wishing for 

proof of her mental illness. Initially, she describes her condition with confidence, noting that she 

understands intrinsically that she has bipolar disorder:  

There is no test for bipolar disorder. I offer no proof, no card with my name and a 

rainbow brain scan image. If my disorder is akin to my Indianness at all, it’s because I 

never asked for it, but because I see my brain and my mind as most people don’t, as two 

separate circles of hell, I wouldn’t have it any other way. I am bipolar in a way that real 

Indians are really Indian: at thirteen, I knew I was bipolar without being told, before 

anyone else caught on. I have been too close to losing everything and then reprieved on 

the scaffold. (Washuta 179) 

By stating that there is no test or brain scan for bipolar disorder, Washuta references the 

invisibility of her bipolar disorder. She also seems to resist the biomedical paradigm, which 

locates the of mental illness in the brain and posits that “mental illnesses are “not so much 

problems of the mind as they are diseases of the brain (Thachuk 145).  She seems to indicate that 
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though neuroimaging technologies exist, they do not offer visual evidence of her bipolar 

disorder. Despite Western culture’s emphasis on visual proof, Washuta seems to resist the need 

for it, given that she “knew [she] was bipolar without being told” (Washuta 179). She also resists 

conceptualizing her brain in scientific terms, describing her brain and her mind as “two separate 

circles of hell,” invoking literary and religious language (179).  

At the same time, Washuta still longs for validation for her bipolar disorder from the 

medical community. In the very next paragraph, she writes:  

Six months into my drug treatment, I told my psychiatrist that people were telling me I 

might be moody and I thought they were wrong. ‘They are wrong,’ he said. ‘You are 

sick, bipolar, and you need to be medicated. I am absolutely sure.’ And that sureness was 

just what I needed. (Washuta 179). 

Though Washuta previously mentions that she has intrinsic knowledge of her bipolar disorder, 

from an early age in life, she still faces doubt and wants validation, from the medical community 

for her condition, writing that she “[needs]” “that sureness” (179). Importantly, she receives it, in 

a way that Danquah does not until her mid-twenties, which may somewhat account for her 

willingness to retain her authority through humor and experimentation with form.  

Establishing authority to write about mental health matters, given the social realities 

surrounding mental illness: that women of color are often excluded from mental health discourse, 

that societal oppression worsens mental distress, that those who experience the most societal 

oppression face the most barriers to mental health treatment, that mental health treatment can 

cause harm even as it alleviates distress. These interventions matter, because when women bring 

accounts of mental illness to light, they enable more women to speak, to be heard, and to have 

their experiences with mental illness validated. The issue of establishing authority does not 

originate from the literary world, nor is it limited to establishing textual authority; women face 
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doubt about mental illness in their daily lives, especially given the association of “women” and 

“lying,” and the lack of visual proof for mental illness (Autobiographics ix). In the absence of 

visibility, women are often blamed for their symptoms, which may or may not be recognized as 

part of mental illness, and they suffer negative social and economic consequences. Finding 

inventive ways to establish credibility allows women to voice these realities and offers a way out 

of blame and a way into cultural critique.  
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CHAPTER TWO: The DSM-5: A Case Study of Class and Mental Illness 

Though Washuta and Danquah both draw on forms of knowledge to establish authority, 

Danquah must compensate for her lower level of education, and she claims that her mental 

illness—depression—impedes her productivity and forces her to drop out of college. But with an 

active diagnosis of bipolar disorder, Washuta still excels through graduate school and maintains 

her class positionality. Given that Danquah’s depression results in lower educational attainment, 

while Washuta’s bipolar disorder does not, differences in credibility may come from the degree 

to which their particular mental illnesses impact academic—and more broadly, occupational—

functioning.  

Washuta’s and Danquah’s distinct challenges to establishing textual authority reveal that 

not all symptoms of mental illness are read in the same way or incur the same social 

consequences. Without a degree, Danquah struggles financially, despite her middle-class 

upbringing, and is blamed for lack of motivation or even “laziness.” On the other hand, Washuta 

is described as “moody” before her symptoms are recognized as bipolar, which delays her start to 

treatment (Washuta 189). However, because she still attains academic success, she does not 

accrue the label of “failure” (179). Though she faces issues of visibility in establishing 

credibility, she does not need to overcome a lower level of education to speak about mental 

illness. The affordance of credibility comes from the ability to function at school or in the 

workplace—from whether or not someone is viewed as productive in our society. When people 

cannot function in these areas, they are labeled as lazy—as unproductive—and have more 

difficulty establishing authority. 

In this chapter, I argue that the language of productivity that circulates in mental health 

discourse is classed language, and that perceptions of mentally individuals vary according to the 

impact of symptoms on class positionality. When mental illness impedes the ability to study or 
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work, individuals experience even greater stigma, as they become associated with another 

stigmatized group, the working and poverty class. Those mentally ill individuals then face the 

same judgment as working-class individuals; they are blamed for their situation and accused of 

indolence. When symptoms impede work over time, mentally ill individuals like Danquah 

experience downward mobility. If the symptoms of a mental illness do not inhibit work, 

individuals might avoid downward mobility, as well as the societal judgment that reflects class 

biases. 

Here, I focus on perceptions of depression and bipolar disorder through an analysis of the 

language in The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, the main diagnostic tool for psychologists 

and psychiatrists, and source cited in both Danquah’s and Washuta’s texts. I find that the 

language of class pervades criteria for all mental illnesses, in that DSM diagnostic criteria takes 

“occupational function” into account, but that criteria for depression particularly corresponds 

with impaired productivity. For bipolar disorder, the effects of symptoms are more variable, but 

some features of mania actually correspond to increased productivity. I return to Danquah and 

Washuta to illustrate that the intersection of symptoms and productivity affects stigmatization, 

class positionality, and cultural perceptions of bipolar disorder and depression. I link Danquah’s 

downward mobility to additional challenges in establishing textual authority, comparing her use 

of the DSM-5 with Washuta’s. For Danquah, the DSM serves as a resource for building 

credibility, while for Washuta, the DSM serves as a medical text to mediate within a chapter 

about famous people with bipolar disorder. I argue that the treatment of the DSM within these 

memoirs is reflective of the distinct perceptions of depression and bipolar disorder, and that 

addressing class bias is essential to dismantling mental illness stigma.   
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Currently in its fifth edition,6 the DSM-5 lists symptoms for all mental disorders 

recognized by psychology and psychiatry, and individuals receive a diagnostic code after an 

evaluation, which determines recommendations for treatment as well as coverage from insurance 

companies (Cherry and Gans). Danquah uses the DSM as a resource, as she includes it, 

unmediated, in an appendix in the back of the book, titled “Criteria for Major Depression*” with 

the asterisk corresponding to a full citation of the DSM-IV (Danquah 268-269). On the other 

hand, Washuta embeds DSM criteria for bipolar disorder in a chapter titled “Many Famous 

People Have Bipolar Disorder,” a creative nonfiction essay in which Washuta reimagines the 

lives of Kurt Cobain and Britney Spears in relation to the manic and depressive episodes that 

characterize bipolar disorder (Washuta 130). Washuta inserts DSM symptoms between 

anecdotes, sometimes altering phrasing for humorous effect. She does not cite the DSM until the 

end of the chapter, in a section titled “The Bipolar Mixed State Exemplified by Elissa Washuta,” 

in which reveals her own diagnostic code, 296.62, stating that “my brain--my  swirls of dusty 

glitter, my gray matter wrung like a sponge--are summed up in a five-digit number” (140).  

In the first chapter, I attribute differences in textual mediation to Washuta’s advanced 

degree and work as a professional writer. However, Danquah’s downward mobility comes from 

her depression. Though she describes herself as a “a single black mother about half a paycheck 

away from the government cheese line,” her life actually begins from a place of relative class 

privilege (Danquah 235). Both of Danquah’s parents have college degrees, and they can even 

afford to send her to a private school for a few years—where she excels academically. In 

particular, Danquah loves poetry, finding that through this medium, she “could combine events, 

                                                
6 At the time of publication for Willow Weep for Me (1998), the DSM was in its fourth edition (DSM-IV). At the 
time of publication for My Body is a Book of Rules (2014), the DSM-5 had just debuted (2013). However, based on 
the language that Washuta uses, she incorporated material from the text revision of the fourth edition, the DSM-IV-
TR (2000). I will note differences in terminology as needed; the criteria for depression is pretty consistent, but the 
DSM-5 shifted slightly in its terminology for the types of episodes associated with bipolar disorder.  
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facts, and reactions—events that happened to me, reactions that belonged to me—to authenticate 

my experiences and to relay them to others” (Danquah 129). She realizes also that her poetic 

literacy gives her political capital as well, writing that “people trusted words that were written 

more than they trusted words that were spoken,” and that quite “suddenly,” her words are 

considered “credible” (129). 

Danquah and her family have every reason to believe that capital could continue to grow; 

with her good grades, writing talent, and moderate financial resources, Danquah expects to 

graduate from an Ivy League university and continue her family’s path toward upward mobility. 

However, as Danquah chronicles, this does not happen. Without a degree, Danquah struggles to 

find long-term employment, and economic stress begins to contribute to future episodes of 

depression. Because her depressive episode inhibits her educational and employment 

opportunities, her mental illness downwardly classes her. She might not experience her first 

episode of depression due to economic stress, but she makes it clear that lack of money drives 

subsequent bouts of it (Coleman 6). By reading her narrative, we can see that depression can 

cause downward mobility, even if individuals start out in a place of relative class privilege and 

have the financial resources to enter higher education. It traps her in a deeply oppressive cycle of 

poverty, particularly in conjunction with the systemic oppression she faces as a black, immigrant 

woman.   

Though she struggles with bipolar disorder, Washuta does not experience the same 

economic consequences as Danquah. Like Danquah, Washuta also starts off in a place of relative 

class privilege, attending private Catholic schools before college. Though she does not mention 

her family’s class background, she writes that her childhood was “as close to perfect as any can 

possibly be, with thickets and cats and forts and books and loving parents” (Washuta 50). I 

cannot imagine that she would call a childhood of economic hardship “perfect,” and that such a 
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childhood would be full of books and free time rather than labor and stress. Of her childhood, 

she writes that “school was my job, homework my overtime, and my delayed payoff would be a 

hefty scholarship to the University of Maryland” (3). The need for a scholarship does not 

indicate significant wealth, but the description of her childhood corresponds with a comfortable 

middle-class positionality. 

Not only does Washuta earn two college degrees—the first on a full scholarship—but she 

also makes frequent references to her academic success. In the very first sentence of “The 

Dread,” the first first-person7 chapter of My Body is a Book of Rules, Washuta calls herself a 

“scholarship show pony,” soon noting her “perfect ‘A’ average” that she had “maintained 

since...Catholic grade school” (Washuta 2, 3). Though she attributes the scholarship, in part, to 

her interview, in which she mentions her “[passion for] Indian issues,” she emphasizes that she 

does so only to distinguish herself as “special” by amongst the other students with “equally 

brilliant” GPAs (3-4).  She cites her “gleaming transcripts” (3), writes that she “never missed 

work, rarely missed class” (6), and even emphasizes her “lifetime four-point-oh transcript” (55). 

Not only does Washuta avoid academic consequences from her mental illness, but she quite 

openly flaunts her academic achievements.  

Washuta’s achievement might suggest that her bipolar disorder does not interfere with 

her education and subsequent class positionality as much as Danquah’s depression, but other 

variables certainly distinguish the two writers. For instance, Danquah did not receive a diagnosis 

of depression until her mid-twenties, long after she had dropped out of college, while Washuta’s 

eighth grade guidance counselor “suggested a bipolar diagnosis” although “everyone else said it 

                                                
7 The first chapter, confined to the previous page, contains a letter from Lawrence W. Coe, describing the massacre 
of the Cascade tribe, of which Washuta is a descendent and enrolled as a Cowlitz tribe member. In the last sentence, 
“Tulmath begat Mary who begat Abbie who begat Kathleen who begat Leslie who begat Elissa,” Washuta places 
herself in the narrative, emphasizing that the history of the tribe is her history, too, and therefore autobiographical 
(Washuta 1).  
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was teen angst” (50). Though her initial diagnosis was not taken seriously, it is significant that 

she was already visiting a guidance counselor by that age, and that while in college, she actively 

sought and received drug treatment. Though both Danquah and Washuta are women of color, it 

does matter that Washuta is white-passing, as the racist history of medicine is well documented, 

and according to Anna Mollow, more black men and women are diagnosed with schizophrenia 

than white people and experience higher rates of involuntary hospitalizations (Mollow 74). 

According to Danquah, this history has left many black people with distrust in the medical 

community, and those who do consult doctors are less likely to be taken seriously (Danquah 

35).8 Doctors might be more likely to validate Washuta’s symptoms due to her perceived race, 

and in turn, she may feel more comfortable in the presence of medical professionals. The stigma 

against mental illness may have decreased in the 2010s, the time in which Washuta was writing, 

versus in the 1990s, when Danquah was writing.  

Though any combination of these factors could impact academic performance, and 

subsequently education level and socioeconomic class, I contend that perceptions of individuals’ 

depression and bipolar intersect with language of productivity and class bias. It is not 

coincidental that Washuta touts her academic achievements; her chapter titled “Many Famous 

People Have Bipolar Disorder” somewhat glamorizes bipolar disorder; and that there are in fact 

many famous people will bipolar disorder to write about. It is also not coincidental that Danquah 

details dropping out of college and that her family calls her a “fuck up” (Danquah 77).  In our 

capitalist system, cultural perceptions of individuals with mental illness shift depending on 

conduciveness to productivity. Conditions that are conducive to labor may be more accepted, 

                                                
8 As an example of this, Danquah writes about a black female friend who seeks treatment from black doctors, 
because she distrusts white psychiatrists. However, this does not stop her from receiving inaccurate diagnoses, as her 
male doctors draw on sexist stereotypes. One doctor tells her that she “[has] Lumumba fever,” and another said she 
has “housewives’ syndrome” (Danquah 64). When Danquah herself initially describes her symptoms to a doctor, he 
simply says, “Aah, those hormones” (Danquah 35). 
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even glamorized, while those that are not are derided and subjected to a rhetoric of blame that is 

also used against individuals in the working and poverty classes. Drawing on McRuer’s 

formulation of compulsory able-bodiedness, I argue that we can extend analogy to mental 

“health,” which I call compulsory able-mindedness, an ideal defined as the inverse of mental 

illness, an ideal that requires labor and wealth to be approximated, and an ideal that further 

stigmatizes the mentally ill. To undo mental illness stigma, we must understand the role of class 

in our conception of mental “health.”  

The DSM-5, Mental Illness, and Class: A New Formulation  

Critique of the language in the DSM-5 and more broadly, the biomedical model, is hardly 

new. However, while scholars have linked symptoms in the DSM-5 to stigmatized behavior, they 

have focused on symptoms relating to perceived threat rather than lack of productivity. For 

instance, Richard Ingram contends that through the DSM-5, the American Psychiatric 

Association pathologizes non-normative behavior as “mental illness.” He describes the DSM-5 as 

“a security system that dissuades the population from behavior that risks being identified as 

symptomatic of ‘mental illness’” (Ingram 240). With language like “security system” and “risk,” 

Ingram seems to suggest that the APA defines mental illness in terms of behavior that is 

considered threatening, and that the state has traditionally used this conceptualization of mental 

illness as threat as a rationale for “confinement” through institutionalization9; if a person exhibits 

behavior that is threatening, it must be contained, even if by force (238). The conceptualization 

of symptoms as behavior makes treatment possible, given that behavior is viewed as under 

individual control, but the coding certain behaviors as threatening renders correcting the 

                                                
9 Ingram provides the sobering statistic that between 1950 and 1964, “more people died in United States federal, 
state, and county ‘mental hospitals’ than the number of Americans killed in the Revolutionary War, the War of 
1812, the Mexican War, the Civil War, the Spanish-American War, World War I, World War II, the Korean War, 
Vietnam, and the Persian Gulf War combined” (239). This figure renders the state, rather than the patient, the larger 
threat, and it is an important reminder of why asylum critiques were so important during this time. 
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behavior through therapy and drugs a moral imperative. Due to decreases in 

deinstitutionalization, Ingram asserts that psychiatry now operates under the illusion of 

“consent,” given that patients who take drugs “shift from ‘patient’ to ‘consumer’” (238). In other 

words, treatment appears to be voluntary and a choice on the surface, but because of association 

of behavior and risk, treatment become something that an individual should undergo; treatment 

becomes a mandate.  

While I concur that some DSM symptoms overlap with behaviors that are viewed as 

negative, the symptoms overlap more with unproductive behavior rather than threatening 

behavior. For some disorders like schizophrenia, symptoms like “aggression,” “agitation,” and 

“grossly disorganized…behavior,” correspond with language of risk and threat. However, for 

others like depression, the DSM-5 lists “fatigue or loss of energy nearly every day,” “feelings of 

worthlessness,” and “diminished ability to think or concentrate,” which does not. Instead, 

symptoms of depression resemble behavior considered unproductive (American Psychiatric 

Association). But unlike threat, the DSM-5 accounts for productivity to some degree across all 

mental illness criteria. According to the DSM-5, the symptoms listed above for depression and 

schizophrenia do not warrant a mental illness diagnosis on their own. Rather, the symptoms must 

“cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important 

areas of functioning” (American Psychiatric Association). This qualification is listed in every 

mental illness description in the DSM-5 and reveals that the inability to function in an 

“occupational context”—the economy—is built into the diagnosis of not just depression, but all 

mental illnesses. The language of threat presents itself in the symptoms of select mental illnesses, 

but the language of class pervades the DSM-5, given that professionals must consider the impact 

of symptoms on “occupational functioning.”  However, the degree to which a mental illness 

impacts occupational functioning varies. Though all descriptions of mental disorders account for 
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“occupational functioning,” nearly all of the other symptoms of depression relate in some way to 

lack of productivity.  

In identifying the overlap between symptoms and occupation, I am not equating the 

diagnostic criteria of depression to a list of bad behavior, as Ingram does; I cannot neglect the 

phrase “clinically significant distress” in the qualification for all mental illness. In Willow Weep 

for Me, Danquah does not experience depression because she cannot labor and society views 

lack of productivity as bad; she experiences depression because she feels such overwhelming 

distress that she cannot focus on anything else. She describes depression not as “laziness,” but as 

“unrelenting,” as “impending doom,” and that at times, she is “drowning in it” (Danquah 22). 

She puts her descriptions of depression in affective terms, because the experience of depression, 

at its core, is affective—it offers her “layers, textures, noises” (22). But writing diagnostic 

criteria based on affect presents its challenges, given that affect cannot be easily observed. 

Danquah uses metaphors and imagery to describe her depression, but in the end her descriptions 

are only metaphors; we cannot say that depression presents itself in a certain color. Danquah 

cites a friend, who explains: 

Depression…is like a migraine. You can explain and describe the pain until you’re blue 

in the face, but people have no point of reference to associate it with except what they 

have confronted. They assume that because they have had bad headaches, they can relate 

to your migraine, but they can’t. Migraines aren’t bad headaches, they’re migraines. And 

depression isn’t the same as ordinary sadness, it is hell. (Danquah 259-260). 

According to this explanation, depression is comprehensible to those who have suffered from it, 

but not to those who have not. To those outside a depressed individual, the experience is not 

tangible. However, depression manifests in ways that are visible and observable, such as 

difficulty concentrating and impairment in an occupational context. In our capitalist society, 
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difficulty with concentration and occupational impairment are viewed as bad behavior, given the 

cultural rhetoric of choice. As an example, before receiving a diagnosis, Danquah calls herself 

“lazy” and a “failure,” while her family derides her for her “bad life [choice]” of dropping out of 

college (UM Depression Center, Danquah 58). The language of blame, imbued with a moral 

valence, denotes individual responsibility and control and bears a remarkable resemblance to the 

language used against people in the working and poverty classes.  

These similarities are not coincidental, as depression can cause downward class mobility, 

as its symptoms can render someone unfit to be productive in a capitalist economy.  In the “Body 

As an Accumulation Strategy,” David Harvey notes that per Marx’s formulation, the work of the 

laborer is essential to capitalism, wherein “‘the laborer (a person) sells labor power (a 

commodity) to the capitalist to use in the labor process” (Harvey 102). This labor power can be 

mental or physical, and the value of the laborer is evaluated based on his productiveness in the 

system (110). This automatically devalues a depressed person, as the illness hinders labor 

productivity, as the individual cannot contribute enough mental or physical labor power.  

In my research, I have not read the relation of depression and systems of labor expressed 

in these terms, but Robert McRuer’s “Compulsory Able-Bodiedness and the Queer/Disabled 

Experience” helpfully connects physical disability to capitalism and facilitates my extension of 

the argument to mental illness. In this article, Robert McRuer applies Adrienne Rich’s concept of 

compulsory heterosexuality to compulsory able-bodiedness (McRuer 89). This system posits 

heterosexuality as “the opposite of” homosexuality and homosexuality as the inferior category; 

through this lens, heterosexuality is understood as normal and homosexuality as marginalized 

(90). Given that people desire normalcy, heterosexuality becomes compulsory, yet under the 

“appearance of choice (sexual preference)” (90).  However, the “superior” category of 

heterosexuality depends on the definition of homosexuality to legitimize itself. Yet the ideal of 
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the heterosexual is false; as Judith Butler puts it, the heterosexual is “always in the proximation 

of imitating and approximating its own phantasmatic idealization of itself” (93). Heterosexuality 

is, according to McRuer, a category both “[impossible]” and “[incomprehensible]” (93). McRuer 

then extends this concept to compulsory able-bodiedness, asserting that a “normal,” functional, 

healthy body is defined in opposition to a disabled body, when in fact the normal body is a 

fantasy (91). As McRuer explains, “able-bodied status is always temporary, disability being one 

identity category that all people will embody if they live long enough” (96). Crucially, McRuer 

asserts that the functionality of body relates to capitalism and to the ability to work, stating that 

“being able bodied means being capable of normal physical exertions required in a particular 

system of labor” (McRuer 91).  

In his analysis, McRuer misses an opportunity to extend the analogy of compulsory able-

mindedness to mental illness, given that capitalism also requires mental labor power as well as 

rational consumers to function. When discussing disability, McRuer mostly refers to physical 

disabilities rather than mental illness. I do not view mental and physical disabilities as separate 

concepts; mental illness is an embodied experience, as symptoms often manifest physically, and 

bodies often wear related signs of exhaustion that like physically disabled bodies, can be read as 

undisciplined. Foucault’s process of bodily inscription suggests that the “body is written on and 

through discourse as the product of historically specific power relations,” which can take the 

form of mind and bodily control (“Disciplined” 26). In the past, this inscription came in the form 

of public punishment, but this has transformed to the disciplining of bodies so that they are 

“‘subjected and practiced bodies,’ ‘docile bodies’” (“Disciplined” 27). Disciplined bodies are 

seen as respectable, middle-class bodies, while undisciplined bodies are associated with the 

working and poverty classes. Low-wage, long-shifted jobs mark working class bodies with 

“exhaustion,” which is “inscribed on their faces, their bodies, their posture, and their diminishing 
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sense of self and value in the world” (“Disciplined” 33). Particularly for femininity, the idea of 

“‘letting go’’” refers to women who have bodies that are considered “not disciplined and 

respectable” and bear evidence of exhaustion (Skeggs 102). I do not think it is an accident that 

mentally ill bodies often manifest in ways associated with lower class positionality, given that 

capitalism requires mental labor power, and mental illness often robs individuals of it. Not only 

does the mentally ill body resemble a working-class body, but often times it becomes a working-

class body, due to the impact of symptoms of mental illness on productivity.  

For McRuer, the visibility of disability is crucial in defining its inverse, the normal body. 

He emphasizes that in a system of compulsory able-bodiedness, the “normal” body defines itself 

in visible opposition to the disabled body, as a body with functional parts that can complete the 

“physical exertions required” for capitalism (91).10  Although mental illness may not manifest as 

visibly as physical disability, the concept of compulsory able-bodiedness (or able-mindedness)11 

still applies to mental illness as well. A “normal” or “healthy” mind is defined in opposition to a 

mentally ill mind, especially given the oppositional terms of “mental illness” and “mental 

health.” Given the requisite of mental and physical labor power for capitalism, mental illness is 

associated with inability to work.12 The binary terms of health and disease also perpetuate the 

idea that the mentally ill individuals are sick.  

                                                
10  Interestingly, McRuer provides an example of mental illness in film in discussing compulsory ablebodiedness—
but he does not understand the mentally ill character as disabled, likely due to the invisibility of mental illness. He 
refers to the film As Good As it Gets to demonstrate how “although Melvin Udall (Jack Nicholson), who is 
diagnosed in the film as obsessive compulsive…..disability and queerness in the film are visibly located elsewhere, 
in the gay character Simon Bishop (Greg Kinnear)” (McRuer 95). McRuer acknowledges that Melvin is represented 
as isolated, perhaps due to his mental illness, but in the film, another character is represented as disabled despite 
Melvin’s mental disability, because the character uses a wheelchair and is visibly impaired (95).  
11 I hesitate to call it compulsory able-mindedness, because that promotes a false mind/body dualism, but McRuer 
does not include mental illness in able-bodiedness.  
12 In some ways, the language of illness associated with mental illness puts mental disability even closer into 
alignment with queerness in the theory of compulsory homosexuality. McRuer emphasizes the relation of queerness 
and disability, as “people with disabilities are seen as queer….while queers are often understood as somehow 
disabled” (94); this is even more relevant to mental disability, as homosexuality was pathologized as a mental 
disorder in the DSM until the 1970s.  
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Though it might seem paradoxical, applying the language of illness and disease to mental 

illness reinforces a compulsory able-mindedness through the ideal of “mental health.” A recent 

trend in mental illness de-stigmatization campaigns has consisted of likening mental illness to a 

physical illness through the biomedical model (Thachuk 140). According to Angela Thachuk, 

this strategy, employed by prominent advocacy organizations like National Alliance on Mental 

Illness (NAMI), “re-conceptualizes [mental illness] as something beyond the individual’s 

voluntary control,” given that “stigmatizing assumptions” often liken mental illness to bad 

character (150). Thachuk identifies many problematic aspects of conflating mental illness with 

physical illness, particularly in that positing mental illness as biological connects it to a physical 

cause--the brain--and perpetuates the idea that there are “broken brains” (152). But she also 

acknowledges the benefits that come from this conceptualization, namely “separating illness 

from the true person” and “cultivating compassion for those suffering from circumstances 

beyond their control” (151). But here, Thachuk assumes that physical illness is considered out of 

an individual’s control. But with support from Couser’s Recovering Bodies, I demonstrate that 

this is simply not the case. 

The concepts of mental and physical illness, as well as mental and physical health all 

come from the myth that individuals can control their bodies. In relation to narratives of physical 

illness, Couser writes that “contemporary mainstream culture...is at once both health and disease 

conscious. Thus even as narratives of illness and disability proliferate, so do magazines about 

health and fitness” (Couser 10). Following the logic of compulsory heterosexuality and able-

bodiedness, designating a category of “health” depends on the designation of a category of a 

disease. Couser argues that the preoccupations with both health and disease come from the same 

source: 
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The concerns with health and illness are not contradictory; rather, both are expressions of 

a powerful cultural mandate that individuals control their bodies. Indeed, according to 

one increasingly influential ‘alternative’ way of thinking about health--exemplified in the 

‘wellness movement’--’sick people are understood to be responsible for incurring their 

illness, usually by life-style, stress, or feelings of unresolved anger and depression, and 

they are also responsible for getting well again.’ (10) 

Here, Couser indicates that the concepts of both illness and health relate to a 

commandment that individuals have control over their bodies and should have control over their 

bodies. The wellness movement promotes the illusion that individuals can prevent illness, 

through exercise, organic food, and regular visits to the doctor. The reality is that individuals can 

experience the onset of disease even when adopting the healthiest lifestyle possible; everyone is 

vulnerable to disease and disability, and the ideal of “health” is unattainable. Despite its 

fantastical quality, the concept of health continues to present itself as a choice, even though it is a 

mandate that no one will fully actualize, and “sick people are understood to be responsible for 

incurring their illness” (10). Given that one source of blame is “feelings of unresolved anger and 

depression,” the understanding is that mental state is under individual control (10). The wrong 

mental state can be seen as a catalyst for physical illness, as well as an elixir for it, with the oft-

repeated sentiment that a positive attitude can help people “fight” diseases like cancer. With this 

logic, physical illness is under individual control in part because mental state is under individual 

control.  

The wellness movement also perpetuates the ideal of mental “health,” and that 

individuals are responsible for maintaining it through positive thinking, self-help books, personal 

coaching, and mindfulness retreats. One of the choices that the wellness movement supposedly 

makes available to individuals is mindset, and a simple Google search revealed article after 
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article with titles like “What is Positive Mindset and 89 Ways to Achieve a Positive Mental 

Attitude.” My Amazon prime suggested 70,000 books when I searched “self-help,” and it 

recommended the phrase “for women” to complete my search. The mandate of mental health is 

lucrative for business, as John LaRosa estimates that the “self-improvement market” brought in 

$9.9 billion to the economy in 2016, but it is expensive for consumers, requiring disposable 

income to spend on such services (LaRosa). Similarly, maintaining a lifestyle of physical 

“wellness” requires substantial income, employment benefits, and time for working out, 

purchasing and preparing high-quality food, and regular visits to the doctor. The mandate of 

controlling one’s body and mental health unsurprisingly correlates with class.  

Those in the working and poverty classes often do not have the time, money, or insurance 

to attain this lifestyle, and are thus blamed for acquiring medical conditions, given that exercise, 

diet, and mental state are seen as choices—but are really anything but. In a society in which 

wellness is demanded of individuals, but not financially feasible for most, wellness is 

compulsory, which perpetuates a rhetoric of blame against those suffering from both physical 

and mental illnesses, and one most likely levied disproportionately against those from the 

working class. In turn, those conditions can downwardly class individuals, even those who start 

off in the middle class like Danquah, as individuals can no longer contribute mental or physical 

labor power to the economy.  

Another dimension of the mandate to control mental health is to treat mental illness. 

Ingram would argue that psychiatry capitalizes consumption and turns “patients” into 

“consumers” who can “choose” to take drugs, when associations of mental illness with bad 

behavior actually mandate treatment (Ingram 238). He might view Danquah’s decision to seek 

medication and talk therapy as a means of disciplining her mind to dissociate from bad behavior. 

While I question the motives of the pharmaceutical industry, I do not understand Danquah’s 
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treatment in these terms. Because mental illness causes suffering, I instead read Danquah’s 

medication regimen as a means of changing an affective experience rather than behavior. To 

Danquah, the treatment itself is not oppressive, as she finds a lot of relief through medication and 

therapy. Instead, she finds the institutionalized administration of therapy oppressive, in that it 

unjustly inhibits its availability to the working and poverty classes. For instance, Danquah hopes 

that social services programs could help her access low-cost care, but the line for services is six 

months to two years too long—“a death sentence” when dealing with depression (Danquah 188). 

When she eventually locates an affordable clinic, she quickly discovers additional costs to 

treatment. Because of clinic hours, accessing care means taking time off of work, or arranging 

for childcare in evening hours; the costs quickly include more than just the fifty minutes she 

spends with the therapist. She also struggles to afford her antidepressants, as well as the 

medication prescribed to control an unwanted side effect—“uncontrollable anxiety” (203). After 

running out of medication, she even turns to a cheaper alternative, alcohol, to quell her nerves, 

and she adds that “the financial strain that treating the depression put under was enough to push 

me into a whole new depression” (Danquah 203). For Danquah, the pharmacological industry is 

oppressive because it is an industry. Because this industry restricts a group’s access to treatment, 

it cannot be based on a model of consent. As Danquah’s narrative shows, wealthy patients can 

actively choose high-quality treatment options, but for those in the working class, those options 

simply do not exist.       

 However, Danquah does attempt to hide the marks of fatigue that depressive symptoms 

leave on her body. Low-wage, long-shifted jobs are associated with lack of discipline, but so are 

the symptoms of depression, given that Danquah’s lack of sleep and inability to function make 

her appear exhausted to those she interacts with. Even in the midst of her depressive episode,  

Danquah tries to discipline her body to maintain an image of respectability. In her deepest days 
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of depression, she “lets go,” wearing the same clothes again and again, and not showering. She 

recounts a moment when a friend has come over to check on her and stares at her because he had 

seen her wearing the exact outfit the day before. Startled, she rushes to change; even at her worst, 

she makes a futile attempt to discipline her body (143). 

Much of this discussion on class and mental illness relates to depression, given the overt 

language relating to lack of productivity in the DSM-5 criteria. But although “impairment in 

functioning” is listed as a requisite for every mental illness diagnosis, I am not sure if every 

mental illness is viewed as antithetical to productivity. Given the valorization of productivity, 

those mental illnesses with more tenuous ties to lack of productivity may be viewed in a less 

negative light and require less discipline.  

Bipolar Disorder, Class, and Hyperproductivity 

Though the language of occupational impairment appears in diagnostic criteria for all 

mental illnesses, the symptoms of depression are especially tied to lack of productivity. Bipolar 

disorder shares many symptoms with depression, including those related to lack of productivity, 

given that individuals may experience both depressive and manic (or hypomanic) episodes and 

some experience episodes with mixed features.13 According to the DSM-5, the manic episode 

includes three or more of the following symptoms: 

 Grandiosity or an inflated sense of self 

 Little need for sleep 

 Feeling pressured to speak, talking loudly and rapidly 

 Easily distracted 

                                                
13 In My Body is a Book of Rules, an episode of mixed features was referred to as a “mixed episode,” but one of the 
changes made in the transition from the DSM-IV-TR to the DSM-5 was a change in this terminology (Purse). Though 
My Body is a Book of Rules was published in 2014, just after the 2013 publication of the DSM-5, it is likely that 
Washuta has more familiarity with the DSM-IV-TR and was diagnosed with that criteria.  
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 Engaging in multiple tasks at one time — more than can be realistically accomplished 

in one day 

 Engaging in risky behavior like gambling or unprotected sex (Purse). 

In “Many People People Suffer From Bipolar Disorder,” Washuta imbeds DSM criteria at 

the end of the chapter in reference to her own diagnostic code, but she sprinkles the rest of the 

chapter with italicized symptoms, which seem to announce themselves as possible medical 

symptoms, but on a close read, seem to be Washuta’s spin on the symptoms. The manic 

symptoms that Washuta records are: 

 “Excessive happiness, hopefulness, and excitement” (135) 

 “The person feels that nothing can prevent him for her from accomplishing any task” 

(135) 

“The patient may make repeated calls to 900 sex numbers. This, unfortunately, is another 

symptom of bipolar hypersexuality” (135) 

“Mania may cause disastrous spending sprees. The patient’s credit card or checkbook 

may need to be confiscated” (136) 

“Some people with bipolar disorder become psychotic, hearing things that aren’t there. 

They may hold onto false beliefs, and cannot be swayed from them” (136) 

“Manic episodes often cause delusions of grandeur. In some instances, patients see 

themselves as having superhuman skills and powers, even consider themselves to be god-

like” (137) 

“Individuals imagine that they have special connections with god, celebrities, or political 

leaders” (137) 
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“The person behaves in a reckless or risky manner, which may be characterized by 

reckless driving, outlandish spending sprees, foolish business investments, or out-of-

character sexual behavior” (137) 

In Washuta’s somewhat humorous reinterpretation as well the original DSM criteria, 

some degree of productivity seems to be built into the language of bipolar disorder, at least in 

relation to the manic episode. When explaining the mixed episode, Washuta directly quotes the 

DSM, without the reinterpretation, writing that:  

the criteria are met for both a Manic Episode and for a Major Depressive Episode (except 

for duration) nearly every day during at least a one-week period. The mood disturbance is 

sufficiently severe to cause marked impairment in occupational functioning or in usual 

social activities or relationships with others, or to necessitate hospitalization to prevent 

harm to self or others, or there are psychotic features. (139) 

Though the symptoms of overspending, investments, and risky behavior of mania might be 

harmful, they still involve some motivation and labor, rather than the lethargy associated with 

depression. In describing her work at college while in a mixed state, Washuta writes that on bad 

days, she would “talk myself out of getting out of bed by promising myself that, since I’d just 

had an optimistic morning a few days before, one had to be coming soon, so I’d just have to 

work through this shitty day to reach it” (6). Though bipolar disorder certainly impacts her 

functioning, she still manages to accomplish tasks, perhaps due to the rapid cycling back to 

manic features.  

Researchers have begun to note differences in workplace productivity and academic 

achievement--which I am using here as determinants of class--between people with bipolar 

disorder experiencing the depressive episode versus the manic episode. As Simon et al. notes in a 

study published in the Bipolar Disorders journal, the “severity of depression was strongly and 
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consistently associated with reduced work participation as measured by either probability of 

employment or days missed from work due to illness,” while effects of mania were “variable” 

(Simon et. al). In studying bipolar disorder as a whole, Danish researchers Pedersen et. al noted 

that bipolar disorder was associated with both high and low academic achievement. However, 

they believe that the low achievement was confounded by the variable of a family history of the 

disorder, and through an ongoing longitudinal study, they predict that they will “find a positive 

association between high school achievement and development of bipolar disorder” (Pedersen et 

al. S209). Washuta seems to fit this description, as a high achiever with no prior history, 

although she notes that “bipolar disorder has the clinical film of a white man’s invention” and 

considers her relatives, “Abbie armed with a shotgun, turning her knife against herself, or her 

husband--my great-grandfather--who perhaps slipped sips of liquor into my blood” (179). She 

writes that for her marginalized relatives, “there is no act of neurochemical balancing that could 

restore order to their dismantled world,” emphasizing the link of mental distress and oppression 

(179-180). She writes that “I can’t tell the doctors what they want to hear; we were without 

diagnoses until I fell,” perhaps because the language of mental illness cannot adequately convey 

her family’s pain (179).  

Washuta’s memoir and these studies indicate that bipolar disorder may not be as 

antithetical to productivity as depression. However, I imagine that this may only be the case 

among those who are in a privileged enough economic position to have a flexible work schedule 

to accommodate for cyclicality. Days of depressive symptoms do not impede Washuta’s GPA, 

given that she can schedule her research and writing around those episodes. During episodes of 

mania, she may even produce a large volume of work, given symptoms like “little need for 

sleep” and “engaging in multiple tasks at one time” (Purse). I would suggest that the link of 

bipolar disorder to hyperproductivity accounts for occasional glamorization of bipolar disorder in 
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our culture. Since productivity is so valorized, it would follow that individuals in a privileged 

enough position to work flexible positions would not be derided for bipolar disorder, especially 

if it allowed for increased productivity and creativity. The title of Washuta’s chapter “Many 

Famous People Suffer From Bipolar Disorder” may serve as evidence for this supposition, in that 

among celebrities, bipolar disorder is not seen as an impediment to work but perhaps even a 

source of artistry or creativity. I would argue that Washuta herself glamorizes bipolar disorder in 

this chapter, writing that “Britney [Spears] is a bipolar role model,” even conceding that “Maybe 

I worship her a little” (137). She calls Kurt Cobain her “hero,” and that she longs for him to 

“[hover] near me guardian angel-style” (130). Some might read her identification with Spears 

and Cobain as a means of establishing kinship with others with bipolar disorder, particularly in 

the absence of disability lineage, but heightened, almost religious language elevates these figures 

to near-deities. To be clear, bipolar disorder is still a highly stigmatized condition, but I am not 

sure that the best antidote to stigma is Wahusta’s glamorization of the condition.   

On the other hand, Washuta’s memoir in large part resists reifying traditional ideals of 

productivity, as she does not describe overcoming her mental disorder to labor in a capitalist 

society. Her narrative is cyclical, approaching bipolar disorder, sexual assault, and her Native 

American identity through distinct lenses and only tepidly approaching a conclusion. Her 

narrative structure may even somewhat resemble her bipolar disorder or the symptoms that she 

experiences. In addition, her accomplishment of writing a memoir by age 24 during mixed 

episodes should indicate that flexible scheduling should be an ideal for the workplace rather than 

the exception. McRuer writes that a “critically disabled position” would “call attention to the 

ways in which the disability rights movement and disability studies have resisted the demands of 

compulsory able-bodiedness and have demanded access to a newly imagined and newly 

configured public sphere where full participation is not contingent on an able body” (McRuer 
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96). By “critically disabled” or “severely disabled,” McRuer refers to the kinds of bodies that 

denounce compulsory able-bodiedness with visibility. Given that Washuta’s narrative is circular 

rather than nonlinear, refuses neat resolution but still indicates insight, I see her as “critically” 

mentally ill. Her narrative works aesthetically and artistically, giving her legitimacy in the 

writing world, but it also seeks to dismantle traditional demands of memoir to come to a positive 

resolution, undoing the notion that resolution, or overcoming a mental illness, is compulsory. Her 

participation is full, as McRuer understands the word, and her participation is not contingent 

upon an able mind.   

Danquah also writes from a critically mental ill position, especially with her explicit 

critique of the costs of mental health care and identification of financial stress as a source of 

depression. By linking depression to downward mobility, her narrative makes visible the 

relationship between depression and class: that when symptoms of depression impede work, their 

symptoms become read as choices, as bad behavior, related to lack of productivity. When 

symptoms last, individuals experience economic strain. When individuals experience economic 

strain, they are subject to the same language of individual responsibility and blame that 

individuals from the working and poverty classes face. Combating mental illness stigma involves 

accounting for the stigma against individuals from the working class, given that symptoms of 

mental illness are defined in relation to inhibited productivity in the DSM and in broader cultural 

discourse. Combating mental illness stigma also involves disrupting the ideal of mental health, 

an ideal that is at once compulsory as well as a fantasy, and one that requires labor and wealth to 

maintain. Because mental health is an ideal, and because it is perceived to be under individual 

control, the biomedical model is not an effective paradigm for reducing stigma. Even 

psychologists find an organic cause for mental illness, people are still mandated to seek mental 

health through extensive use of labor and resources. Combating mental health stigma starts with 
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narratives like Washuta’s and Danquah’s, narratives that illuminate these social realities and 

offer structures for changing public discourse.   
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CHAPTER THREE: Therapy and Testimony in Mental Illness Memoir 

As an educator, I often focus on Washuta’s innovative form, using her memoir as a way 

to get students to expand their notion of “the text,” especially in the digital age. Given its 2014 

publication, Washuta makes uses of particular electronic mediums as forms for her essays, such 

as a Match.com profile, a faux Law & Order episode, and instant messenger. In class, I’ll project 

“I’ll Perfect Every Line Until My Profile is Flawless,” Washuta’s Match.com profile, so long as I 

put sticky notes over words like “cunty” for my high schoolers. The profile contains generic, 

rather brief answers regarding Washuta’s preferences, but students are quick to notice her 49 

explanatory footnotes, in which she essentially calls herself on every lie in her profile, in an 

attempt to give the answers a potential male partner would want to hear. I ask students how the 

format of the Match.com profile, as well as the spatial orientation of words on the page, impacts 

their reading experience. They usually answer that the footnotes, situated at the bottom of the 

page in a very small font, slows down their reading, as they have to move their gaze from the top 

to the bottom of the page, between the profile and the footnotes, to complete the essay. After I 

make a point about the effect of the arrangement of words on the page on pacing, I ask them to 

consider how they understand a text. Is the Match.com profile a text? What conventions does the 

format of Match.com allow? What constraints does it have, and how does Washuta subvert 

them?  

The students usually arrive at the idea that dating profiles--which tend to be smartphone 

applications in 2018 rather than websites--follow a script: users present information in the most 

appealing way possible, emphasizing flattering personal characteristics and glossing over--or 

avoiding entirely--flaws. Deeply emotional content, baggage, or mention of trauma does not 

follow the script. But in the footnotes Washuta does mention that she “broke up with [her] ex 

three years ago because [her] only real experience with sex before that had been rape” (162), that 
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her “social drinker” classification is a synonym for “‘alcoholic in denial’” (163), and that she 

“[enjoys] filling [her] weekly pill box with [her] prescription antipsychotics, antidepressants, and 

lithium” (169). In other words, the footnotes allow her to break with the script of a dating profile, 

to broach material that would not be permissible in such a space. The footnotes also allow 

honesty, in terms of impermissible content as well as admissions that her answers are what she 

“[figures] guys wanted to hear” (Washuta 161).  

I usually then have students, most of whom tend to newly regard a dating profile as a 

text, locate the “texts” they have brought into the classroom, which I compile into a list on the 

board. Past texts have included receipts, pill bottles, laptop stickers, tattoos, clothing tags, 

various phone applications, and my favorite, a student’s ordination license that he’d ordered as a 

drunken dare. In creative writing classes, I then challenge the students to choose one of the texts 

and use it as a form for a story, essay, or poem. In literature classes, I have students reinterpret an 

essay, story, or poem into an alternative textual form--and then have them analyze their 

reinterpretation, as a way to have them consider the affordances and constraints of particular 

forms.14  

But one student wrote about a very traumatic year of his life through album titles, 

chronicling drug use, mental illness, and subsequent withdrawal from his four-year institution. 

He emailed me that he was turning the assignment late because he wanted to reinterpret the 

experience for himself, not for the grade; he wanted it to be “perfect”; and he hoped that I 

enjoyed it.  Though he definitely should have asked for an extension in advance, his motivations 

for writing the nonfiction project actually align with contemporary scholarship on illness and 

disability narratives on the reasons that memoirists write and publish their experiences. Literary 

                                                
14 Admittedly, my original pedagogical imperative was to avoid plagiarism, as my community college students have 
on occasion submitted SparkNotes summaries to Blackboard, which would be lot harder to accomplish with analysis 
of their own reinterpretation of “The Yellow Wallpaper” into a Twitter feed.  
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scholar Anne Hunsaker Hawkins turns to trauma theory to address this question, given that the 

retelling of illness or disability often involves recounting trauma. Hawkins found that models of 

therapy and testimony offered possible explanations for motivation. In the model of therapy, 

writing and publishing the narrative serves as an act of self-healing, whereas in the model of 

testimony, the writer testifies to “the reality of experience” as witness (Hawkins 114). Both 

models rely on metaphor; for therapy, the model is medical, which posits the writer as 

“[wounded by] disease,” while the model of testimony is legal, which posits the writer as 

“[having] been wronged” (115). My student’s motivations seem to align with the therapeutic 

model, especially in the potential for writing to bring “insight” to the individual through, as 

James Pennebaker states, “cognitive processing and the expression of emotion” (123). Given the 

stigma against disability, Hawkins notes how individuals “internalize their deficiencies as 

personal failings,” which especially applies to mental illness and addiction, given consequences 

relating to work and social relationships (Rinaldi 821). However, a therapeutic framework posits 

that new understandings or insight can be gained from such failure; at the least, failure becomes 

“tolerable,” and at best, “beneficial” (822). Theorist David Payne notes that therapy is rhetorical, 

as it “draws lines of argument from a set of basic topoi” that “identifies and treats our perceived 

sense of personal and social shortcoming” (823).  In order to gain insight, individuals must 

change perceptions of themselves, which often involves navigating, as Mikhail Baktin notes, “an 

array of internalized voices” (824). I read my student’s desire to write the experience “for 

himself” as a means of processing his inner voices for the purpose of self-revision. In addition, 

the alternative textual form of the album titles seems to have facilitated this process, as the 

conventions of the form--short titles, memorable phrasing--allowed him to approach the problem 

through a different voice, a different perspective than what traditional means of therapy or even a 

more conventional essay form could offer.  
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But in his email, my student also indicates that he hopes I enjoy it, which demonstrates an 

awareness of audience, despite his assertion that he was writing the essay for himself rather than 

for a grade. While Hawkins criticizes the therapeutic approach as neglecting the importance of 

writing for an audience and the presence of the audience as beneficial, other theorists have 

incorporated this into their framework (Hawkins 123). In particular, Jacqueline Rinaldi cites 

theorists and her own experiences building a community writing program and the benefits of 

interpersonal exchange in fostering healing. Rinaldi incorporates audience into her pedagogy, as 

she describes how the individuals “quickly coalesced into a support group, encouraging and 

encouraged by one’s candor,” suggesting that the community aspect of the program facilitated 

this self-revision (Rinaldi 823). She also emphasizes that due to the rhetorical function of writing 

as healing, the writer can serve as an audience for herself, in that she can write in the voice she 

would like to use to herself or from the perspective she would like to adopt (832). She contends 

that the “audience,” then, is interpersonal and intrapersonal, and that both can be therapeutic and 

facilitate healing (833). For Rinaldi, drafting also contributes to this process, drawing from 

Hawkins’s idea that writers could “awaken from the unexamined fictions that trap them in 

demeaning versions of self and convert such attitudes into salutary responses to illness” through 

the process of revision; revision of writing translated to a revision of the self-concept (825). Her 

pedagogy also reflects Mark Alister’s stated importance of the “distance of the metaphor,” which 

allows writers to assign meaning to times of struggle (827). With her writers, Rinaldi watched as 

the individuals, through rhetoric, revision, and community, “realigned their internal mirrors” 

(830). She connects, for instance, changes in language in student writing, such as from passive 

voice, infused with medical jargon, to active voice, that signify change in the self-concept, in that 

the student began to see himself as “within rather than against the question of disability” (828).  
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My student’s album title essay seems especially conducive to this process, given the 

painstaking process of arranging titles and redrafting required to form a cohesive narrative. In 

addition, the alternative textual form lends itself well to allowing writers to adopt a new voice 

toward illness or disability, given that the new conventions force them to set aside their typical 

tone of narration tone. In theory, Washuta’s innovative text could afford more possibilities, as 

she still uses film, dating applications, instant messaging, and TV shows to examine her issues 

from various perspectives and adopt multiple voices. In other words, her inventive form might 

serve as more than a strategy for establishing credibility or a tool to expand my students’ 

conceptualization of the text, but also offer new avenues to facilitate the process of self-revision. 

In some ways, the polyphonic narrative formally resembles her thought process, given that those 

with bipolar disorder cycle through episodes of mania and depression, and Washuta especially 

details her experience in a mixed state. Still, her narrative may extend beyond merely imitating 

her thought process but rather could invoke the “array of internalized voices” that are necessary 

in navigating to change self-perceptions (Rinaldi 824).  

At the same time, I would describe her narrative structure--that is, the overall arc of her 

memoir--as circular, as Washuta seems to come back to a few traumatic life experiences related 

to her assault and mental illness. In the therapeutic model, writers gain some sort of insight at the 

end of the narrative, and theoretically, telling trauma through different textual forms and voices 

should help her achieve this, but Washuta does not end on a particularly redemptive note. In the 

last chapter, “The Global Positioning Effect,” Washuta describes an experience “driving around 

without a plan” through Seattle in the midst of a mixed state, “feeling the need to take my skull 

off like a hat” (Washuta 182). She writes that before this drive, she had been “mostly stable” for 

much of her time in Seattle because her new psychiatrist “got my drugs right,” but that now she 

has “cried every day for three fucking weeks” (184). With mental illness, specifically bipolar 
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disorder, it seems that ending on a note of redemption or victory is particularly difficult, because 

even if Washuta experiences some periods of stability, even if her drugs help for a while, she can 

still slip into a manic, depressive, or mixed state. She even changes locations, which in some 

memoirs, could represent a new opportunity. For Washuta, moving to Seattle from Maryland 

“didn’t really help me. I got a clean slate and then I messed it up” (185). She writes that 

“Wherever I go, I will be sick in the head, treated but never to be cured” (185). Her final 

paragraph reads: 

I never change--not a lot, anyway, and not for the better--but that’s because every series 

of improvements falls like a row of books on a long library shelf, dust clouds paired with 

tiny thuds. I don’t want small changes: I want to turn half-creature and breathe through 

gills, replace my human brain with something that needs to only smell and light and 

balance, an understanding of pain without nuance and shade. 

I tell my GPS, ‘Fucking tell me where to go and I will.’ 

Ten seconds later, she tells me. (189) 

Compare this to Danquah’s ending: “Having lived with the pain, having felt/heard/seen 

and tasted it, I know now that when you pass through it, there is beauty on the other side” 

(Danquah 266). Both memoirs end with an acknowledgment of pain, particularly its multisensory 

qualities; Danquah mentions visual, auditory, and gustatory dimensions of pain, while Washuta 

mentions wanting to be without the “nuance and shade” of pain relating to various senses. But 

Danquah suggests that change is possible, and that “on the other side,” she experiences beauty in 

life, while Washuta closes the possibility to positive change with “I never change...and not for 

the better” (Washuta 189). Given that Washuta assigns blame to herself for not changing, her 

ending also seems contradictory to the notion that a therapeutic framework brings a counter 

perspective to the idea of the disability as personal failure (Rinaldi 822). At the same time, she 
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alludes to the need for direction, asking the GPS to tell her where to go. Earlier in the chapter, 

she directly connects the need for direction to her mental illness, writing that her psychiatrist 

gives her “hundreds of pills to swallow so that I can find my way” (186).  

 I still would argue that although Danquah’s ending more explicitly states she has gained 

insight about mental illness, both texts do serve as therapy and to some degree testimony, which 

I will explain in the next section. Washuta still uses the text to find her way, in the sense that she 

adopts multiple voices throughout the text but significantly ends in her own. Though her 

narrative is circular, her mediation of outside texts increases as the memoir progresses. In the 

first chapter of her memoir, titled “A Cascade Autobiography: Part 1,” Washuta opens with a 

quote from Mourning Dove: A Salishan Autobiography: “A girl who guarded her chastity was 

considered valuable in the eyes of our warriors. A man would willingly give many ponies and 

robes to her parents for such a wife” (Washuta 1). She then attaches an excerpt from Lawrence 

W. Coe, a settler recounting the execution of Cascade Indians following an insurrection. She 

ends with her own line, “Tulmath begat Mary who begat Abbie who begat Kathleen who begat 

Leslie who begat Elissa” (1). Out of all of Washuta’s outside sources, this excerpt seems the 

most like a direct citation of Coe’s words; she leaves his note untouched, and when she 

eventually brings herself into the narrative, she writes in third person. Over the course of the 

memoir, she adopts a first-person perspective, but that “I” is not always understood to be 

Washuta: she speaks from her psychologist’s perspective as well as from the perspective of 

characters on TV. She heavily mediates the voices of these other narrators, but she does not write 

solely as Elissa Washuta until the last chapter, “The Global Positioning Effect.” As the narrative 

progresses, Washuta further mediates texts until she produces her own unmediated text that 

contains only her voice.  
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A therapeutic framework would not really allow for full healing or resolution, but usually 

does involve some sort of counter perspective to the idea of the disability as personal failure, to 

something that David Payne calls “tolerable” or “beneficial” (Rinaldi 822). Washuta’s 

culminating language is highly personal with the “I” and does assign failure, but I think that if we 

compare it to the other language, to the voices that she navigates throughout the rest of the text, it 

is significant that she is in her own voice, unmediated, not mediating someone else’s voice like 

the therapist’s. Washuta’s claim that she “never changes” indicates failure, but even so, it is 

significant that she assigns blame to herself rather than the blame coming from another voice, 

such as the “bad cop” blaming her for her sexual assault or the therapist prescribing medications 

that poison her body. Finally, when she tells Siri where to go, she makes the command herself, 

knows that there are fixed possibilities of the places she can travel to, and that ultimately, she sits 

behind the steering wheel and drives the car. 

To me, this ending indicates some degree of self-discovery that corresponds with the 

therapeutic model. In addition, I maintain that the therapeutic potential of mental illness does not 

make itself available to a neat resolution. As Thomas Couser notes, disabled writers of 

autobiography “have difficulty reconciling their experience of illness with the comic plot 

expected of autobiography; in many cases the culturally validated narrative of triumph over 

adversity may simply not be available” (Couser 5). However, he also acknowledges that the 

reason that some are driven to write about conditions in the first place is due to the disruption 

that a particular disability or illness might bring to such a life course, one’s identity, or awareness 

of mortality. Narratives of illness and disability almost inherently position themselves in 

opposition to a conventional autobiographical plot, given that the reasons for writing such a 

narrative are tied to moments of disruption, loss, and vulnerability. The therapeutic potential in 

mental illness memoir, therefore, comes from self-discovery or increased textual authority.  
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At the same time, Washuta’s text draws upon the legal model of testimony that Hawkins 

references, in which a victim is “wronged” (Hawkins 115). Though I maintain that the ending of 

the first chapter provides a starting point for Washuta to claim textual authority, the chapter also 

provides context for testimony relating to her sexual assault, Native American identity, and 

mental illness, three experiences that involve pain and wrongdoing. Here, Washuta begins not 

during her birth or her adolescence, or even a mental health diagnosis, but hundreds of years in 

the past, with the painful history of the Cascade tribe massacre (1). Though she begins over two 

centuries earlier, in the midst of a violent act, she locates herself in this history, as a descendant 

of one of the Cascade Indians hung, Tulmath. I see her beginning in this place, at this moment of 

violence and placing herself in it to connect to her own assault that she returns to across the text, 

to a longer history of violence. To me, this seems like an act of witnessing, of exposing 

centuries-long injustice, before tackling the injustice of Washuta’s own assault.  

Though Washuta opens with this act of witness, her testimony in relation to her assault, 

mental illness, and Native American identity strikes me as somewhat ambivalent: cast with some 

self-doubt, with a frequent desire for “proof” of all three experiences--though I would argue that 

Washuta’s voice seems the most conflicted in relation to her sexual assault. As Washuta reflects 

in Part 11 of the Cascade Autobiography, “having been raped as a virgin used to seem to have a 

lot in common with being Indian. People were skeptical and I didn’t have enough proof. Both 

had to do with being fucked over” (93). The idea of “proof,” or lack thereof, is a point that 

Washuta circles back to again and again, in relation to her Native American identity, sexual 

assault, and mental illness. Though Washuta uses innovative form rather than relying on medical 

sources to establish textual authority as a creative writer, she still faces the problem of 

establishing authority as “adequate” witness to sexual assault, to the Native American 

experience, as a woman with bipolar disorder. By recounting the violent act of the massacre of 
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Cascade Indians, Washuta brings consciousness to an event that despite its graphic nature, had 

been rendered invisible in historical accounts.  

However, Washuta faces more visibility problems when recounting her own experiences. 

Given “Western culture’s affinity for visual proof,” Washuta’s largely visually invisible issues 

cast doubt into her narrative (Thachuk 149). Mental illness, within the category of disability, is 

largely invisible; though symptoms may be embodied, such as exhaustion, those visible 

symptoms are not recognizable as depression. Given Washuta’s complexion and multi-racial 

background, she passes as white, which grants her privilege when engaging with the medical 

establishment; doctors are more likely to take her symptoms seriously, and accordingly, I find 

that that she presents as a much more confident witness when recounting trauma associated with 

her mental illness, writing that “I knew I was bipolar without being told” (179). At the same 

time, because Washuta passes as white, her Native American background is cast into doubt. Her 

bipolar disorder and racial identity make her sexual assault testimony more prone to doubt.  

As Leigh Gilmore notes in Tainted Witness, female sexual assault survivors--but 

especially survivors with other stigmatized identities--are systematically doubted, judged, and 

shamed when witnessing. As Gilmore states, doubt about women’s testimony “circulates” from 

“a long and invidious historical association of race and gender with lying” (Tainted 2). 

According to Gilmore, when women give testimony about their lives, in the court or in everyday 

life, “judgment falls unequally” (1) on them, often in the form of discrediting her act of witness 

“by a host of means meant to taint  it: to contaminate by doubt, stigmatize through association 

with gender and race, and dishonor through shame, such that not only the testimony but the 

person herself is smeared” (2). Judgment, writes Gilmore, “sticks to testimony and weighs it 

down” (6). Such judgments include “he said/she said” and “nobody really knows what 

happened,” statements that begin in the courtroom but “circulate” beyond it (6). Though the 
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problem of discreditation affects women as a whole, it particularly impacts women who also 

belong to additional marginalized communities, as Washuta does. As Gilmore explains, the 

stigmatized identities (6) and commonplace judgments combine to cast testimony into further 

doubt, shifting the scrutiny from the perpetrator to the victim in “the transformation of the harm 

women suffer into the harm they tempt others to do” through victim blaming (10).  

Gilmore’s formulation of “sticky” judgments and identities in acts of testimony is 

especially relevant to Washuta’s account of her sexual assault, given the stigma against 

individuals, particularly women, with bipolar disorder. In relation to autobiographical testimony, 

Gilmore writes that theoretically, “autobiography is more flexible than legal testimony,” 

“[permitting] innovation” with regard to subject in form, but that the same problems of 

discreditation occur with a narrator belonging to a marginalized community (9). As Gilmore puts 

it, “a variety of subjects can claim the power of the form by telling the ‘right’ story, but telling a 

dissonant story, one that challenges tolerances around who may appear in public, will place 

marginalized subjects at greater risk of being doubted” (9). As noted earlier, Washuta already 

faces numerous challenges in establishing authority to write about mental illness, given that 

memoir is a marginal genre, women of color are marginalized subjects, and mental illness is 

marginal to the genre of disability and illness narrative.  

Though I contend that Washuta’s license to innovation comes in part from the association 

of bipolar disorder and creativity, and even bipolar disorder and intelligence, her mental illness 

complicates her ability to serve as an adequate witness, given that bipolar symptoms include 

“delusion,” denoting a lack of reliability (Purse). Although her disorder may help her authorize 

the memoir form to a certain degree, it presents additional challenges for her sexual assault 

testimony. Women testifying about sexual assault of any kind face doubt and judgment, but 

Washuta, as a woman of color but perhaps more significantly, as someone who suffers from 
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bipolar disorder, especially struggles to serve as an adequate witness in My Body is a Book of 

Rules, even though, as Washuta herself states, “the rate of sexual assault against Native women 

is more than twice the national average” (Washuta 168). In “Sexually Based Offenses,” Washuta 

testifies about about her experience with sexual assault in a much more somber tone; through 

multiple, discrete voices; and with citations from academic studies to establish authority. 

Washuta sets up the chapter like an episode of Law & Order to examine her sexual assault from 

multiple perspectives, or voices: bad cop, good cop, villain, assistant district attorney, 

psychiatrist, defense attorney, and finally, “Elissa,” a voice that she italicizes and aligns to the 

right of the document. Though Rinaldi identifies multiple voices as a therapeutic strategy, I see it 

also as representative of the many voices--institutions--that Washuta must face to be believed as 

a survivor of rape. The “bad cop,” for instance, espouses the “he-said-she-said” rhetoric (101), 

and also that “women who have sex and later regret it are not entitled to call their partners 

rapists” (100). Despite the power of the legal system that Washuta gives voice to through the 

cops and attorneys, “Elissa” does use the space defend herself against these voices of doubt, 

stating, “I thought I could make myself fall in love with him and that would fix it. I know, it’s 

fucked up, it’s stupid. But fuck you if you think it means I wanted it” (100-101). In between 

scenes, Washuta occasionally inserts parentheticals, without italics, and spanning the full page, 

which I interpret as reflections from Washuta the writer, who is distinct from Elissa, the 

character in Law & Order experiencing the immediate aftermath of the assault.  

 In contrast to her chapters on mental illness, Washuta buttresses her testimony with 

academic language, beginning one parenthetical with statistics from RAINN on the 

pervasiveness of sexual assault in the country (112). Unlike in “A Cascade Autobiography,” 

when Washuta “[knows that] she was bipolar before being told” and feels “sureness” from the 

medical community, Washuta writes in “Sexually Based Offenses” that “it took...a year to use 
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the word ‘force.’ Another couple months to use ‘rape.’ Using these words has become 

privileged’” (104). I view her reliance on statistics as a means of challenging doubt, even her 

own, in order to establish authority to testify, and to overcome stigma attached to her identity as 

a woman and as someone with bipolar disorder that might prevent her testimony from seeming 

credible.  

In the midst of her dialogue, Washuta inserts parentheticals to signal a reflection in which 

she writes that “the twist” in the episode is “the form of another man shrouded in dark shadow in 

the night, trailing behind him every Law & Order line I’d recorded in my notebook and leaving 

me unsure whether I had turned the show into reality or myself into fiction” (105). She then 

recounts a second instance of sexual assault, complete with the cast of doubting characters, 

before inserting a parenthetical that she is “tortured by the special pain of wondering whether the 

immediate experience of Brain’s grimy, smoke-stained hand inside of me was less real than the 

plot points I had jotted down during my SVU marathon-watching sessions” (112). She continues 

later that “I retain few mental images of that night, and for that, you’d think I’d feel fortunate, 

but really, I spent years vexed by the notion that if I can’t see it in my head the way I can see 

SVU in my head, it never really happened” (112). Again, the relevance of visual proof surfaces, 

but unlike with her mental health condition, the lack of visibility bothers Washuta. She does not 

invent a succinct metaphorical conception for the event like the circles of hell, although I would 

argue that the full-length chapter, in which “Elissa” does take on and resists the cops and 

attorneys and even victim blaming, telling them to fuck off throughout the chapter. After the 

very ambiguous end to the script, in which the cop states that “it will kill you…open your eyes,” 

to which Elissa responds “My life is the best it ever was,” Washuta includes one last 

parenthetical (113). She writes that “alongside these psychic stab wounds,” she has “self-repair 

that her brain performs in the years after the detectives would have moved on” (114). She does 
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not specify the methods of self-repair—whether it is a conscious process, whether the “self” in 

“self-repair” is Washuta or her brain—but it occurs after Washuta processes her internalized 

voices vis a vis the cops. The chapter and its polyphonic voices seem to be a means a therapy 

and testimony to Washuta, as well as a defense against institutional doubt and blaming. 

However, she ends by saying that after processing the assaults, she still experiences mental 

anguish unrelated to the assault (114). For her, the process of self-repair is “the scariest reality of 

all,” because if she heals in some way from sexual assault, and she still experiences distress, her 

“own mental violence is left to blame” (114).  

Though Washuta closes My Body is a Book of Rules with the idea that she never 

improves, I would argue that the book serves as therapy and testimony at once, with regard to 

both her mental illness and her assault. Even at the end of “Sexually Based Offenses,” Washuta 

references self-repair, right after she has devoted an entire chapter to enacting testimony. With 

regard to her mental illness, Washuta may feel that she has never gotten better, but her narrative 

strategies are therapeutic ones: writing from multiple perspectives and inventing metaphors to 

describe her illness. At the same time, in “Prescribing Information,” she provides testimony to 

the horrors that mental health treatment has wreaked on her body, even if it has, at times, 

repaired her brain. As mentioned previously, Helen Buss argues that memoirists use the form of 

the memoir for “public discourse” and “private healing,” which seems to acknowledge both the 

therapeutic (healing) and testimonial (discourse) uses of memoir that operate in Washuta’s text  

(Buss 34).  

But I would also argue that Washuta’s narrative form holds the potential for inciting 

public healing and testimony. Washuta draws upon digital forms to facilitate her own healing 

and testimony, but increasingly, the internet has become a space for writers to connect with an 

audience and facilitate discourse, even before publication. On social media platforms, writers can 
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create new publics for sharing their written work in a condensed timeline; writers can draft, post 

their work, and receive responses within minutes. In her article, Rinaldi extols the benefits of a 

writing group, describing how her students “quickly coalesced into a support group, encouraging 

and encouraged by one’s candor” in order to facilitate self-revision (Rinaldi 823). I would also 

note that public writing spaces also contain the possibility of communal healing and revision, 

given that public discourse could allow communities to further strengthen and develop over 

shared experiences. In the digital age, writers do not necessarily need formal community writing 

programs to experience the benefits of community writing.  

 Social media spaces also offer other pathways to publication. For example, Melissa 

Broder’s So Sad Today began an anonymous Twitter of the same name (Bromwich). However, 

Broder accumulated hundreds of thousands of followers for her tweets about mental illness, as 

other users connected to her experience and entered the conversation themselves through 

favoriting and replying to tweets (Bromwich). After connecting with such a large audience, 

Broder revealed her identity in Rolling Stone magazine and published a full-length memoir the 

following year on mental illness (Bromwich). The trajectory of So Sad Today offers new 

potential routes for publication and for less established writers to gain authority, given that 

Broder published her tweets anonymously for years, and that other users could interact with her 

content under both real and anonymous profiles. 

Willow Weep for Me: A Case Study of Public Discourse and Public Healing 

 Danquah’s Willow Weep for Me serves a case study for the benefits of public discourse 

and healing, even though Danquah did not have access to the same digital spaces as Broder and 

Washuta. While the trajectory of So Sad Today and technology of My Body is a Book of Rules 

present potential avenues to facilitate public discourse and healing, only Willow Weep for Me 

explicitly states communal discourse and healing as its textual objective. Although Danquah 
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wrote Willow Weep for Me in the 1990s, she set the precedent for public discourse and public 

healing emerging in digital spaces, given that she defines her motivation for publication in these 

terms. 

My analysis of Danquah’s text and experience bringing it to the classroom reveal the 

possibilities that memoir can offer as both therapy and testimony. Particularly through her 

invention of metaphor and new language for depression, her work facilitates healing for women 

of color and brings awareness to the racial and socioeconomic injustice that black women face 

when accessing mental health care. As Kalí Tal notes, witnessing an experience through writing 

allows individuals to convey truths to an audience in a “socially reconstitutive act,” which aims 

to “‘change the order of things as they are and work to prevent the enactment of similar horrors 

in the future’” (Hawkins 122). For Tal, “resolution of traumatic injury involves some reparative 

act on the part of society” (122). Based on my reading of Willow Weep for Me, Danquah writes 

the memoir with the aim of both holding society accountable and easing the suffering of black 

women in that society.  

 In Willow Weep for Me, Danquah describes the motivation behind her decision to write 

about depression after having undergone effective treatment: 

I stayed up most of the night thinking about whether or not to write the article on 

depression. The word ‘suffering’ kept coming to mind. That, to me, was what depression 

was about, suffering. I looked up the definition of the word in order to grasp its full 

meaning. To suffer is to feel pain, to sustain an unbearable condition; it is also to be 

disadvantaged. Ignorance then is a kind of suffering; fear is a kind of suffering. Before 

my depression was diagnosed, I had suffered at the hands of ignorance and fear. I never 

wanted to feel that way again. I never wanted to be deprived of knowledge that could be 
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beneficial to my well-being. If I could help alleviate anyone else’s suffering by writing 

the article, then I wanted to do it. (Danquah 236) 

Here, Danquah close reads the word suffering, defining it as unbearable pain, as well as fear, 

ignorance, and disadvantage. With this expanded definition of “suffering,” we also gain a more 

precise description of how Danquah views depression: that it is suffering, but that the suffering 

encompasses lack of knowledge about depression, as well as disadvantage, which I read to mean 

social oppression. Notably, she also speaks of her experience with depression, and of fear and 

ignorance, in the past tense. Danquah’s memoir does not serve the purpose of “making sense,” 

nor the purpose of individual healing, as noted by Buss in relation to other mental health 

memoirs. Rather, Danquah very clearly states her intent in the closing line: to “help alleviate 

anyone’s suffering” (Danquah 236). Instead, Danquah’s goal seems to be to foster communal 

healing through the dissemination of information “beneficial…to well-being,” an intention not 

yet identified by autobiography studies scholars (236).   

 At the same time, Danquah does not merely present medical information about mental 

illness, but also critiques the medical language that she finds harmful to those experiencing and 

recovering from mental illness. In order to make this critique, Danquah draws attention to the 

problematic metaphors and well-intended clichés that blame individuals for experiencing mental 

illness. However, she also invents new metaphors and descriptions in place of them, critiquing 

current modes of mental illness discourse and then creates a new discourse through an 

assemblage of texts: poems, metaphors, and songs.   

First, Danquah writes that the predecessor to her language for depression is “silence” 

(Danquah 21). She recounts episodes of depression originating in her teen years, labeling her 

symptoms as “depression” in the memoir, but emphasizing that at the time, she did not have a 

word for her experience. But in the absence of a word for depression, I argue that she still 
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participated in a discourse about depression. As part of her assemblage of texts, Danquah 

includes excerpts of her writings from her teenage years, including poetry, which reveal the 

words she did use to describe her experience at the time. Danquah pastes a poem about her daily 

realities as a teenager, which she sums up as “dreary and pessimistic” (Danquah 131). In 

“Juxtaposition (Time),” the teenaged Danquah writes: 

I.I have been sick/for months now/with a disease/called time 

too much time to do nothing/and not enough time to do everything 

except parallel the situations/of time 

 

II. now and then/when I sit adjacent/to the solutions 

i attempt (in my own slow manner)/to one by one, deface them 

to uncover the falseness/or maybe find a cure/for the nonchalance 

which has overcome me/i suppose i should give it time 

 

III. the questions/though disposed of ages ago/come back every so often 

like a boomerang of realization/having pushed one step beyond/the edge of death 

or as some say, insanity/i know now that it is time/to leave (131-132) 

Following the poem, Danquah dedicates a few paragraphs to reflecting on its language, noting 

that the teenaged Danquah uses the word “disease” to describe her emotions, a choice she 

attributes to wanting “to indicate that I was in search of a cure” (132). Despite not having a word 

for depression, Danquah still uses medical language to describe her suffering. I read these 

choices in language as representative of the broader cultural discussions about mental illness that 

Danquah may, on some level, have been aware of. In the third stanza, Danquah writes that she 

has “pushed one step beyond/the edge of death/or as some say, insanity” (132). Her phrasing is 
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striking in that the word “insanity” is often used against individuals experiencing mental illness, 

and that she acknowledges that it is a word that “some say” (132). It is unclear who “some” are, 

but the ambiguity indicates that “some” might refer to a general group, or that “insanity” is a part 

of Danquah’s lexicon, but she cannot attribute its source. 

         After years of denial, Danquah does learn the language of depression, but feels estranged 

from it, due to “the commonplace metaphors of depression as darkness and blackness” (Mollow 

74). She beckons to the reader, “You’ve heard descriptions of depression before: A black hole; 

an enveloping darkness; a dismal existence through which no light shines” (Danquah 22). She 

lists common depression metaphors, and with the phrase “you’ve heard,” she invites the reader to 

recognize the phrases, underscoring their omnipresence in culture. She ends by summarizing the 

metaphors as “darkness, and more darkness,” and then questions: “But what does darkness mean 

to me, a woman who has spent her life surrounded by it?” (22).  To Danquah, the association of 

depression as “dark” is racist as well as wholly unfamiliar to her; she writes that darkness is her 

“skin,” her “friends and family,” and it “poses no harm” to her (Danquah 22). Danquah 

maintains positive associations with the word “darkness”; she does not associate it with her 

depression.           

If we return to trauma theory, we can understand the weight of inadequate metaphors for 

experiences of distress. According to Anne Hunsaker Hawkins, early trauma theorists focused on 

the idea of “formulation,” Robert Lifton’s term for “the process by which trauma survivors 

recover (if they recover) from their experience” (Hawkins 117). After an experience of trauma, 

survivors often hold an “indelible image of the experience; a ‘tendency to cling to the death 

imprint,’” and one major part of recovery involves finding another “symbol, image, and 

metaphor in representing and coming to terms with traumatic experience” (117). As Hawkins 

notes, images, symbols, and even myths abound in illness texts, and she proposes that these 
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images and myths “served to enable people to recover from the trauma of their illness” and calls 

them “the reverse of the ‘indelible image’” (Hawkins 117). If a metaphor can facilitate recovery 

from trauma, Danquah’s critique of racist metaphors bears particular importance for people of 

color experiencing mental illness. If darkness represents the “indelible image,” we might infer 

that light is positive, reverse image. It is hard to imagine that this vocabulary can be helpful in 

either conceptualizing depression nor aiding in recovery. At a reading at the University of 

Michigan Depression Center, Danquah pauses while reading the introduction for Willow Weep 

for Me, looks directly at the audience, and says: 

Being in therapy was extremely difficult...precisely because of the fact that...part of it for 

me was that the language surrounding depression was so racist to me and it was just so 

offensive, and I couldn’t move beyond...a lot of the images that for me just kept me 

imprisoned, in a different type of prison. It was as if here was someone saying, ‘okay, I 

have the key to your depression, I’m going to free you from that, but yet the key opened 

the door to yet another kind of prison.’ (UM Depression Center). 

I played this part of the clip for my class at Northern Virginia Community College, and I was 

surprised that in the discussion that followed, my students first noticed that Danquah pauses, 

starts and stops her speech while making these remarks, as if she is hesitant to label the language 

as racist, in contrast to her confident reading style. Perhaps her pauses stem from veering off-

script, and she is finding her words, but at the UM Depression Center, she may also be speaking 

to an audience of mental health professionals and feels the need to be careful with her language. 

Regardless, I find it striking that in this aside, she identifies the images of depression--the 

metaphors--as racist, and that the intent of these images is to heal her; they are supposed to be a 

“key to [her] depression” (UM Depression Center). Her language supports Hawkins’s idea of the 

reverse image in autobiography, a restorative counterpart to the indelible image of trauma. 
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However, Danquah’s words have even greater implications, as she seems to suggest that when 

metaphorical language fails, it isn’t just ineffective but rather leads to feelings of entrapment. In 

describing the negative impact of language, Danquah speaks metaphorically, calling the racist 

metaphors “yet another kind of prison” (UM Depression Center).   

         But Danquah does not just critique existing racist metaphors for depression; from the 

beginning of Willow Weep for Me, she creates new language for depression, drawing from 

metaphors that she finds empowering and more accurate to her own experience. To describe her 

depression, Danquah writes:   

Depression offers layers, textures, noises. At times depression is as flimsy as a feather, 

barely penetrating the surface of my life, hovering like a slight halo of pessimism. Other 

times it comes on gradually like a common cold or a storm, each day presenting new 

signals and symptoms until finally I am drowning in it. Most times, in its most superficial 

and seductive sense, it is rich and enticing. A field of velvet waiting to embrace me. IT is 

loud and dizzying, inviting the tenors and screeching sopranos of thoughts, unrelenting 

sadness, and the sense of impending doom. Depression is all of those things to me--but 

darkness, it is not. (22) 

Her language invokes texture and sound, rather than visual imagery; with use of phrases like 

“loud and dizzying,” “a field of velvet,” and “inviting the tenors and sopranos of thoughts,” 

Danquah concentrates on how depression feels instead of how it looks (22).  

As a lifelong poet, Danquah also assembles songs and poems to facilitate her recovery, 

creating her own reverse images from literature. At the end of her first section of Willow Weep 

for Me, Danquah includes Lucille Clifton’s “won’t you celebrate me,” and then titles the next 

section of the memoir as a line from the poem: “Between Starshine and Clay” (Danquah 25). 

Most significantly, the memoir’s title comes from a Billie Holiday song, “Willow Weep for Me,” 
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which for Danquah, symbolized the “tragedy that was her life” as well as “the necessity of the 

long-overdue inclusion of black women in discussions about depression” (262). However, when 

writing Willow Weep for Me, Danquah begins to rethink this title, as she thinks it might suggest 

victimhood, which she does not want to associate with the resilient black women in her life. But 

a friend reminds her that the willow tree was not just weeping, but a “healing herb,” as the bark 

contains the same ingredient used in aspirin. Upon research, Danquah also finds that the willow 

tree used to be a “symbol of joy” until the Jews’ Babylonian exile, when it became a symbol of 

sadness, mourning. The combined associations of the willow tree, particularly its healing 

properties, make it as useful image for conceptualizing Danquah’s experience with depression. 

While “light” is typically known as healing in terms of depression, Danquah re-fashions the 

willow tree as symbolic of healing for herself. 

The form of the memoir, however, allows Danquah to extend this symbol of healing to 

other women and promote public discourse. Before writing Willow Weep for Me, Danquah 

observes the beginning of a public conversation about depression, not about black women with 

depression. She writes that “all of those narratives contained elements that resembled my own 

experience with the disorder,” but that she always feels a disconnect, because the authors are 

white (184). She even mentions longing to see her face on the cover of a book on mental illness, 

to combat the idea that depression is a “white” illness (184). She realizes that she has a distinct 

perspective to offer, stating that she feels compelled to “[usher] the topic of black women and 

depression into public consciousness” (Coleman 6).  

With this intention, Danquah “authorizes” the memoir form to create a public discourse 

for black women and depression (Buss 34). Though I have analyzed Danquah’s use of medical 

language as a means of establishing textual authority, I also read her choice to contribute to 

public discourse in the form of a book in a similar way. As previously mentioned, Danquah 
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discovers the weight of the written word when she begins writing poetry as a teenager; she 

observes that writing gave her thoughts and feelings credibility, as “people trusted words that 

were written more than they trusted words that were spoken” (Danquah 129). It is important that 

people trust her word; she wants to change the broader public discourse surrounding depression, 

and she also wants other black women to read her book and realize there are “others like us” who 

suffer from depression (184). If more women learn of her experience, she hopes they will cease 

to “suffer alone,” as her words will permeate the culture of silence (184). For Danquah, written 

words are necessary to change the spoken word, both in terms of changing public discourse and 

encouraging communal healing.           

If we return to Danquah’s aim of education in the form of public discourse, and for 

facilitating public healing for the depressed, I can attest to the effectiveness of Willow Weep for 

Me. At a high school summer program, I taught a one-time class called “Gender and Mental 

Health,” which attracted students interested in the topic. When I showed students a clip of 

Danquah reading Willow Weep for Me and reinventing metaphors for depression, my students 

reacted in awe. They recognized the common misperceptions of depression that Danquah 

revealed, and they, in a class mainly composed of white students, also mentioned that they had 

never thought of the light/dark metaphorical language as racist; in other words, her text was 

educational. But her text also inspired discourse. The students, one by one, opened up about their 

own mental health struggles, mentioning that they felt like they could not speak about them in 

other contexts. One student noted, “Because I’m trans, I feel like I’m not allowed to have or talk 

about any other problem.” This underscores the importance of intersectionality, which Danquah 

emphasizes when discussing how her blackness supposedly warranted a birthright to strength due 

to constant hardship, excluding the possibility of mental illness. At the end of the class, one 
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student remarked that they wished they could talk about this elsewhere, that they could make the 

outside world like the classroom. 

         That’s a moment every teacher wants—for her students to want to transform the world 

outside the classroom to look more like the one inside it. And it’s also the mark of a powerful 

text.  
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CONCLUSION 

Mental illness is a disability to which we are all vulnerable, but disproportionately affects 

the most vulnerable. Social ills, such as poverty, lead to increased mental distress, yet mental 

health care is the least accessible to individuals from the working and poverty classes (Wood et 

al). But as Danquah’s narrative shows, mental illness symptoms hinder productivity, which can 

lead to further economic and social consequences, such as job loss or reduced academic 

performance. Due to the stigma against mental illness, conflation of symptoms with bad 

behavior, and the cultural rhetoric of individual choice, mentally ill individuals are then blamed 

for their mental illnesses and labeled as failures for not achieving traditional markers of success, 

such as a college education, economic stability, or career advancement. Beyond the negative 

social consequences of mental illness, the affective experience of mental illness is one of chronic 

suffering, or as the DSM-5 puts it, “clinically significant distress” (American Psychiatric 

Association).   

The social realities of mental illness are often at odds with the redemptive narrative 

common to the memoir genre. But the lack of progress narrative might actually be a way out of 

oppressive social realities associated with mental illness, and a way for writers to shift the focus 

of mental illness discourse to diverse communities. According to Thomas Couser, illness and 

disability memoirists have begun to challenge progress narratives, given that some medical 

conditions are chronic or even terminal—and not conducive to resolution, no matter what actions 

an individual may take (Recovering 14). However, the idea that individuals control mental health 

conditions is still quite pervasive, and an arc of overcoming a mental illness might actually 

perpetuate the myth of individual choice and cast blame on those who cannot “change” their 

mental state. Though mental health is a false ideal that can only be approximated, higher-income 

individuals have the most resources to come the closest to it, which means that blame would 
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disproportionately fall on individuals without access to mental health care. In other words, a 

redemptive narrative of mental illness would only be profoundly limiting in its accessibility to 

writers of mental illness memoir, beyond upper-middle class, educated writers. But until the last 

few decades, mental illness memoirs primarily came from writers of this demographic, especially 

patient who were also health care providers. The form of the memoir was most conducive to 

their stories, and the degrees were needed to combat the doubt levied against women writing 

about mental illness.  

Fragmented, non-redemptive arcs offer more to writers of mental illness narratives: 

structures for therapy and testimony, new spaces for mental health discourse. For Washuta, the 

circular narrative actually corresponds with the therapeutic writing strategy of coming to terms 

with internalized voices; though her conclusion may not be redemptive, and though she never 

writes from outside a mentally ill perspective, the structure of her memoir allows her to process 

trauma and facilitate, to some degree, her own healing. For Danquah, the memoir form allows 

her to connect to other black women with depression. Her memoir grew from her community 

organizing efforts, as she had created a meeting group for women of color and had learned that 

many of the women suffered from depression (Danquah 259). But the larger cultural 

conversation did not include black women, so Danquah wrote Willow Weep for Me to reach more 

women of color—and critique harmful language used to describe depression and a largely 

inaccessible health care system. By assembling poetry, songs, and sensory descriptions of 

depression, Danquah creates new language for mental illness discourse and metaphors to guide 

communal healing. Danquah ends on a hopeful note, but one of overcoming social ill rather than 

oppression, and one that does not detract from the chronic nature of her disability.  

With more flexible narrative structures, the form of the memoir becomes available to 

women across socioeconomic classes and backgrounds, offering them a space to contribute to 
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mental illness discourse. But these writers must combat obstacles to establishing authority in 

order to use the form of memoir in this way. I understand new structures for mental illness 

memoir as generative, as facilitating opportunities for therapy and testimony, as giving a 

platform for more diverse groups of women, but having textual authority is imperative to 

accessing these benefits. For women without economic or educational privilege, establishing 

authority is a more difficult undertaking, so even as non-redemptive narratives could expand the 

democratic potential of mental illness memoir, issues of authority still remain.  

To this end, I view Washuta’s use of digital forms as a potential solution—for both 

establishing textual authority and continuing to broaden mental health discourse. While earlier 

mental health memoirsits, in Buss’s words, drew on the form for “public discourse” and “private 

healing,” digital forms—and writers from diverse educational and class backgrounds—can 

expand the spaces available for public discourse and promote communal healing (Buss 34). 

Though Danquah writes Willow Weep for Me after her own private healing, and explicitly for 

other black women with depression, Washuta writes My Body is a Book of Rules while in the 

process of private healing but using forms that could also facilitate communal healing. For 

instance, Washuta writes her memoir in the style of dating applications and instant messages, but 

conversations about mental health take place in digital spaces, or even begin on social media. 

Danquah’s community-oriented writing motivation, combined with Washuta’s digital form, 

holds the potential for an expansion of the uses of mental illness memoir and our 

conceptualization of what constitutes a memoir.  

When anonymous Twitter users like Melissa Broder tweet about depression, she creates 

her own digital text that other users can interact with in real time. From these tweets, a memoir 

emerges, a memoir that reaches diverse audiences on Twitter even before Broder writes a 

physical text. Through likes and retweets, Broder and other Twitter users can gain textual 
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authority without relying on degrees, scholarly sources, or even their own name; Broder 

remained anonymous for years, bolstered by the popularity of her account. Interestingly, though, 

she revealed her identity as a writer before publishing So Sad Today, which reveals that while 

digital spaces have allowed non-professional writers to enter public discourse, more traditional 

forms of memoir writing still make similar demand for credibility, even if the pathway to 

publication changes. By acquiring hundreds of thousands of followers, Broder began a Vice 

column of essays—also published anonymously—and then wrote her So Sad Today memoir 

(Joiner). This unconventional path might offer ways for more women to publish—or it might not, 

given that Broder had to accumulate many followers before publication, and that she revealed 

her identity as a professional writer before publishing the physical text. Still, I view social media 

as expanded space for women’s life writing, and a space for commiseration, for connection in 

real time, between tweets, likes, comments, and shares. The space provides a reprieve from the 

isolation common to the experience of mental illness. Memoir writing, in its expanded forms, 

offers an alternative to silence and stigma, and a way for writers to gain insight from, but not 

overcome, mental illness, and to protest the social realities of mental illness.   
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